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The Life & Research of Nikola Tesla
Nikola Tesla (1856-1943) invented, developed or imagined the technology that brought
us electricity, remote control, neon and fluorescent lighting, radio and much more…all
the basic inventions that now connect the world with power and information.

The Secret
of Nikola Tesla
—The Movie (DVD)

Orson Welles as JP Morgan • Peter Bozovic as Nikola Tesla
Strother Martin as Westinghouse • Dennis Patrick as Edison

Long shrouded in secrecy, the life of Tesla is artfully illuminated in this film. Tesla, born in Croatia in 1856, is the father
of our modern technological age and one of the greatest scientific minds that ever lived. Tesla changed the world with the
invention of the AC motor, making the universal distribution
of electricity possible. His achievements led to the discovery
of radio and television as well as the harnessing of Niagara
Falls, remote control, radar, and manipulation of matter and
energy. Nikola Tesla is one of the most fascinating people
in history. The Secret of Nikola Tesla is a penetrating study
of the life and mind of a “scientific superman” dedicated to
the task of designing and improving technology to advance
humanity. One movie that every student of Tesla Technology should see! (105 min)
800000-Nikola Tesla—The Movie (DVD) ........ 29.95

Wizard: The Life and
Times of Nikola Tesla
by Marc Seifer, PhD
This biography of the scientific genius -Nikola Tesla -- is the result of over 20 years
of research into questions left unanswered
by the other authors, including...
• why Tesla dropped into obscurity;
• if he really received signals from
Mars;
• how magnifying transmitters work;
• why he failed at Wardenclyffe... a
project backed by JP Morgan;
• and what happened to his secret
particle beam weaponry papers;
Wizard includes Nikola Tesla’s contemporaries such as Edison, Westinghouse,
Astor, JP Morgan, FDR and J. Edgar
Hoover. This work is well documented, a full bibliography
and index, and pages of photos. (540 pp)
420008- Wizard: Life/Times of Tesla .............. 19.95
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Prodigal Genius
by John J. O'Neil

"Nikola Tesla stalks through O'Neill's
pages, the fantastic figure that he was
in life — a celibate recluse who sought
supreme control over matter and energy, a Dr. Faustus who cared nothing for
Marguerites, a philosopher filled with
vast discontent, a poet who toyed with artificial lighting...
O'Neill's book is the one full-length biography and the one
appreciation of Testa that we have. It does honor both to
Tesla and its author, and it ought to be read by anyone who
takes the slightest interest in this highly electrified world of
ours." - Waldemar Kaempffert
210001 - Prodigal Genius (pap) ..................... 18.95

My Inventions:

Autobiography Of Nikola Tesla
edited by Ben Johnston

My Inventions is essential reading for those
seeking to penetrate Tesla's complex personality and mysterious life. Here, Tesla reveals
how his relentless photographic memory and
his runaway imagination almost fatally cursed his childhood in Yugoslavia. He tells how he harnessed his visions
to inventions, yet never outgrew his many childhood fears
and compulsions- Hem, in the inventor's own words, is the
story of Tesla's Faustian quest for the electric motor the experts said could never be built!!!
210017 - My Inventions .................................... 9.95

The Tesla Papers

Compiled by David H. Childress

In the tradition of The Fantastic Inventions
of Nikola Tesla, David Childress takes us
into the incredible world of Nikola Tesla and
his amazing inventions. The Problem of Increasing Human
Energy with Special Reference to the Harnessing of the Sunis
Energy is included. Also included are papers presented on
Tesla at the Colo Spgs Tesla Symposiums, such as:
Secret History of Wireless Transmission • Tesla and the
Magnifying Transmitter • Design of Half-Wave Tesla Coil •
Electrostatics: A Key to Free Energy • Progress in Zero-Point
Energy Research (perfect; 225 pp)
220036- Tesla Papers........................................16.95
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TESLA:

Master of Lightning
PBS documentary featuring Stacy Keach

Nikola Tesla, a brilliant and charismatic immigrant whose talent took him to the height of
celebrity, locked horns with Thomas Edison,
J. Pierpont Morgan, and Guglielmo Marconi. George Westinghouse and Mark Twain praised his genius. Like many
geniuses, Tesla was an unconventional man who gave his
life to realize his visions, while others made millions with
his inventions. This movie gives long overdue recognition
to a great and misunderstood man of science. Many new and
unknown details of Tesla’s life have been uncovered for this
dramatic, entertaining program. Much of the story is in Tesla’s
own words, drawn from his autobiographical and scientific
writings. Nikola Tesla’s life is an inspiring example of the
power of one man to change the world with technology and
revolutionary ideas. (90 min)
210008- Tesla: Master of Lightning (DVD) .... 24.95

The George Trinkaus Collection

TESLA

Man out of Time

by Margaret Cheney

This biography has received widespread
acclaim for its depth and clarity. In
addition to many well documented accounts on incidents in Tesla’s life, this
biography also includes an informative
section describing his spectacular work at Colorado Springs
and the Wardenclyffe installation. (393 pp)
210010- Tesla: Man Out of Time .................... 14.95

Nikola Tesla
The Genius Who Lit The World

A powerful documentarial presentation and
overview of Nikola Tesla’s life and work. Very
popular video! (40 min)
800002-Genius Lit World(DVD) ... 24.95

Tesla Technology Series ––

This series by George Trinkaus is the only systematic treatment of Tesla Technology for the electrical nonexpert
I have found. All of the booklets are written in clear English, well illustrated, and use a minimum of math.
Easy to understand, I
have personally seen
one novice build a
Tesla Coil using the
Tesla Coil booklet...
and junk parts! I give
it THUMBS UP!

-Steve

TESLA COIL

Invented by Tesla (1891), a Tesla Coil boosts energy from a
socket or battery to millions of hi-frequency volts. All of the
facts needed to build one on any scale is included. Use junk
to build it... beer-bottles, old wire, etc. I know more than
one person who has built a high performance coil with this
booklet! well-tuned coil’s output performs amazing tasks...
lighting, disinfection, communication! Tesla’s Magnifying
Transmitter (the ultimate coil) was for wireless power/global
communications.(Bklt; 25pp)
340001 - Tesla Coil ............................................ 7.95

Son of TESLA COIL... build a Tesla lighting plant

Build a “third generation” Tesla coil. Discover the magic of
oil immersion, close coupling, and precise pulsing. Learn how
to drive a Tesla coil from low-voltage battery power. See how
neon technology can be adapted for Tesla off-the-shelf. Build
a solid-state pulse generator and a Tesla lighting plant and
hook up your ammeter and see if it is efficient. Will Tesla
be the next step in home power?(Bklt; 28pp)
340005 - Son of Tesla Coil ................................ 7.95

RADIO TESLA

the secret of Tesla’s radio and wireless power

Tesla’s transmitters produce hi-voltage, impulse disturbances
conducted through earth at low frequencies. His wireless
power uses similar principles. Modern radio took a lot from
Tesla, but what did it ignore? Rediscover spark and grounding: Revive low freq, underground radio, no license radio,
carrier-current radio, and radio-free energy. (Bklt; 37pp)
340003 - Radio Tesla ..................................... 12.95

TESLA: The Lost Inventions

Famous in 1900 for inventing the alternating current system
we still use today, Tesla’s later inventions (1890 - 1921),
have never been used. These inventions hold the greatest
potential to alter the field of alternative energy! The suppressed inventions include the disk-turbine rotary engine, the
tesla-coil electric energy magnifier, high-frequency lighting
systems, the magnifying transmitter, wireless power, and the
free-energy receiver. (Bklt; 33pp)
340002 - TESLA: The Lost Inventions ............ 7.95

TESLA: the true wireless

Tesla’s final published statement on how radio really works...
Tesla says the Hertzian radio we’ve been taught is “fiction.”
He insists that the amount of energy that can be transmitted
is “billions of times greater” than conventional radio allows.
Can we transmit power to homes/workplaces without wires
to be free of the grid? Tesla’s convinced! (Bklt; 15pp)
340004 - TESLA: the true wireless .................. 9.95
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Tesla’s Views

On the Wireless
Transmission of Power

compiled by Steven R. Elswick

In 1899, Nikola Tesla—the world’s foremost electrical
wizard of his time—physically demonstrated the wireless
transmission of power in Colorado Springs. Over the next
50 years, Tesla failed in his attempts to bring power to the
people. Articles and letters to various editors form a clear,
coherent, and articulate visualization of Tesla’s concept of
power, and how he could move immense amounts of currents through the earth with his ultimate power machine.
Tesla’s famous article... The Problem of Increasing Human
Energy is included. Read Tesla’s writings and see that his
dream of wireless power IS practical and the obstacles from
the “organized opposition” he encountered in his Herculean
struggle to realize his dream become self-evident.
290008 - Tesla Views on Wireless ................. 19.95

Nikola Tesla:

Lecture Before the
New York Academy of
Sciences - April 6, 1897
On the Streams of Lenard and Roentgen
with Novel Apparatus for Their Use
Suddenly, without any preparation, Roentgen surprised
the world...
So begins one of the most sought after of Tesla's treasures
— his unpublished 1897 X-Ray lecture before the New
York Academy of Sciences. Several puzzles become clear
with this document. Nikola Tesla's independent discovery
of X-Rays, unlike Roentgen's, was based on sources which
produced X-Rays by vacuum high field emission and the
process now known as bremsstrahlung. While Roentgen
employed a gaseous discharge tube utilizing electron avalanche, Tesla's cold cathode tubes worked best with high
vacuum. Tesla's distinctive approach presaged the way for
high energy particle accelerators, permitting the utilization
of megavolt potentials, single electrode tubes, atmospheric
bremsstrahlung, and a variety of beam techniques. Tesla
was ahead of his time: Fowler and Nordheim's quantum mechanical considerations, needed to understand Tesla, were
developed 32 years later!
This broad lecture provides a remarkable amount of collateral information. He also included information on high
frequency RF techniques, coupled oscillators, magnetic receiver technology, the development of fluorescent lighting,
and the creation of a stroboscopic measurement apparatus.
210012 - Tesla: 1897 New York Lecture ....... 12.95
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NIKOLA TESLA on His Work
with Alternating Currents and
Their Application to Wireless
Telegraphy, Telephony, and
Transmission of Power
by Leland Anderson
The surfacing of this astounding 1916 pre-trial transcript
with Nikola Tesla by his legal counsel resulted from an intensive search in archives of many legal firms, some now
defunct — others later acquired by contemporary interests.
This interview was never intended for publication and Tesla
candidly discussed his contenders while presenting a thorough history of his work with alternating currents as applied
to wireless transmission.
Described in this document are experimental methods,
techniques and apparatus used in Tesla's laboratories at
New York, Colorado Springs, and Long Island. It won't tell
you how to wire up the magnifying transmitter, but it will
tell you what instruments Tesla was using, his thoughts, his
conceptualizations, how he proceeded, where he performed
historic experiments, when key results were obtained, and
his conclusions. This is virtually a Rosetta Stone into the
technical thoughts of the world's greatest inventor! A MUST
read boo for all inventors/scientists! (237pp)
210011 - Tesla: AC &Wireless Power ............ 29.95

Nikola Tesla:
Guided Weapons &
Computer Technology
Tesla’s Proof of Priority in Robotics

commentary by Leland Anderson
Nikola Tesla presents, in his own words, through heretofore
unpublished extended interview, lecture, legal deposition
and proposal discourse, his accomplishments in the fields
of high frequency alternating current power systems engineering, telecommunications, X-ray/material-stream emanations, and telemechanics. A firsthand account of original experimental work given in a 1902 US Patent Office
Interference on "individualization" techniques for secure
wireless communications, defining the fundamental AND
logic gate — an essential component of present day digital
computers.
This book is based upon legal records associated with the
Tesla vs Fessenden Patent Interference on the Fundamental
AND-Gate logic circuit. Tesla discloses new information
on the operation of his large high frequency oscillators at
both the Houston Street laboratory in New York and the Experimental Station in Colorado. Also included is material on
the first practical form of radio-controlled "telautomaton"
210013 - Guided Wpns/Computer Tech ...... 31.95
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Nikola Tesla CD-ROM
Patent Collection
Compiled by
Bruce Perreault
The most complete set of Tesla’s Patents available today...
it includes Canadian and British patents as well as all US
patents. Included, is the “High Vacua” Patent that the US
and Russia may have referred to for their “death/disintegrator
ray” weapons research programs.
Some patents may seem to be redundant. However, these
patents contain a more detailed account of Tesla’s inventions
due to US Patent examiners not allowing Tesla’s theoretical
interpretations of his inventions–the very heart of Tesla’s
Technology! Along patents that have US counterparts, are
other patents that have never been heard of and may have
been lost forever. (CD-ROM)
480001- Tesla CD-ROM Patents ..................... 34.95

Selected
Patent Wrappers
from the
National Archives
by Nikola Tesla

Twenty of the Tesla patent
wrappers have been selected
for this publication on the basis of importance and areas of
current interest. The patent wrappers, or "patent histories,"
include all of the background information leading to patent
issuance. The subject matter includes mechanical oscillators, turbines, radio, and the transmission of large amounts
of energy without wires. The ﬁnal patents, as issued, are
not a part of this publication, but all 111 US Patents are included in Nikola Tesla -- Complete Patents. (GBC; 900 pp)
210016- Tesla Select Patent Wrappers .......... 74.95

COLORADO
SPRINGS
NOTES
1899-1900

by Nikola Tesla
The ﬁrst edition of the English original and SerboCroat
translation of the working
diary of Nikola Tesla, the great American scientist of Yugoslav origin, was published on the 120th anniversary of his
birth. The diary, written during Tesla's experiments in his
Colorado Springs laboratory in 1899-1900, is exceptionally
important for a deeper understanding of Tesla's experimental work. The diary notes were handwritten daily from June
1, 1899 to January 7, 1900, amounting to 500 pages and
almost 200 drawings. There are also full explanations of 63
photographs illustrating the last stage of the experimental
work. The importance of Tesla's diary lies not only in its
value for the history of science, but also in the evidence it
offers of the work and activities of the great scientist. Tesla's
experiments are still relevant for contemporary science, and
this accounts for the visits of a great many American scientists to the Nikola Tesla Museum in Belgrade where most of
their time was given to the diary. 440pp Hardback
210002- Colorado Springs Notes .................. 44.00

Diary Comparisons
by John Ratzlaff and F.A. Jost

Parts one and two of this book document variations that exist between the English and the Serbo-Croatian versions of
Tesla’s Colorado Springs Notes, 1899-1900. The Colorado Springs Notes Commentary section has been translated
and reprinted in its entirety. Part three consists of a number
of letters and instructions to shop workers that were written by Tesla, Scherff and Loewenstein during the time the
Colorado Springs Experimental Station was active.
210015 - Colo Spgs Diary Comparisons ..... 19.95

Tesla’s Magnifying Transmitter
The magnifying transmitter (an advanced version of the
classic Tesla coil) is a high power harmonic oscillator
that Nikola Tesla proposed for the wireless transmission
of electrical power. In his autobiography, Tesla states:
...I feel certain that of all my inventions, the Magnifying Transmitter will prove most important and valuable
to future generations.
In this publicity photo, Nikola Tesla is sitting in the Colorado Springs experimental station with his “Magnifying
Transmitter” spewing arcs about 22ft (7 m) long. While
it appears quite dramatic, Tesla points out that appearances are deceptive... this is a double exposure.
TeslaTech, Inc • 296 E Donna Dr • Queen Valley, AZ 85118 • (520) 463-1994
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Presentation by

Jeffery A. Hayes

Tesla’s ExtraOrdinary

Bladeless Disc Turbines

The Tesla Turbine is a true, highly efﬁcient mechanical transformer of energy that is little understood by orthodox physics.
This presentation is a turbine builder’s dream that delves into
proper Tesla turbine operation and construction techniques.
Getting the basics straight is essential to understanding the turbine’s operating principles. Tesla’s turbine has not achieved its
full potential due to a number of myths. Current conventional
research claims that the Tesla Turbine is inefﬁcient, we will
prove otherwise, and reveal what is what is really happening
between those disks when properly operated!
ET0604 - 2006 / Jeffery Hayes DVD ....................................... 19.95

TESLA’S ENGINE

A New Dimension for Power

––– Compiled by Jeffery A. Hayes –––
Journey back to the future and discover the
secret behind the most powerful and economic combustion engine of our time: Tesla’s whirlwind
machine of natural harmony. Experience the excitement of
understanding, as the vortex energy of a perfectly controlled
mechanical tornado, shatters the boundaries of our current
mechanical standards. This amazing engine will improve
all aspects of our mechanical life. Applications range from
high mileage vehicles and supersonic aircraft, to freon-free
air conditioning, and virtually indestructible pumps. Tesla’s
Engine waits ready to solve the problems of today. No other
pump or engine can match the safety, economy, longevity and
performance of this truly elegant machine. (221pp)
310050 -Tesla’s Engine ................................... 19.95

Tesla’s Bladeless Turbine

Building a
Tesla Turbine

––– by Vince Gingery –––

Even though the Tesla’s 1909
turbine was never commercially
available, the turbine nevertheless has generated a great deal of interest the past few years.
Vince Gingery built a small, easily built working turbine that
will easily turn 5000 rpm. Here you get Tesla background, a
copy of the original patent, a description of the invention by
Tesla himself, and most importantly, detailed instructions and
how-to so that you, too, can build a working miniature.
The turbine is built up from eighteen disks of 20 gauge stainless steel. The rotor slips into a sheet metal housing and fed
air through a simple manifold and hardware store piping. Two
high speed bearings rated to 30,000 rpm where obtained from
different internet sources for $2-$3 each. Driven with 85 psi
of compressed air, thisturbine really whistles. You can build
a Tesla turbine. Simply. No hype,! This is how to do it today
with minimal tools. If you want to recreate one of Tesla’s
unusual inventions, this is one to consider. (48pp)
260017 - Building a Tesla Turbine ................... 9.95

The Tesla Disc Turbine

––– by W.M.J. Cairns –––
Written by an engineer interested in getting
results, this booklet is loaded with valuable information. With a number of papers
published in professional engineering journals, Cairns is no novice; he knows what he's talking about.
Since this is booklet each chapter is necessarily short ... but
loaded with valuable information. The last nine pages are
dedicated to a his own model with six pages of highly detailed and dimensioned drawings. (36 pp)
260008 - Tesla Disc Turbine ............................ 9.95

Invented by Nikola Tesla, a Tesla turbine consists of a
set of smooth disks, with nozzles applying a moving material such as a gas, to the edge of the disk. The gases
drag on the disk by means of viscosity and the adhesion of the surface layer of the gas. As the gas slows
and adds energy to the disks, it spirals in to the center
exhaust. Since the rotor has no projections, it is very
sturdy and easily constructed.
Incredibly the Tesla turbine is the only turbine in the
world that can run on a solid (such as sawdust or powdered coal) without damage. Furthermore, the Tesla turbine can run on saturated steam (which makes it ideal
for geothermal applications) or be run on liquids.
Finally, the turbine is completely reversible and can be
used as a pump. It is particularly useful when you need
to move delicate materials without shear forces.
6
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Breaking Free

Tesla’s
of the Constraints of Longitudinal
Conventional Belief Electricity
Presented by
–– Marc Seifer,

PhD ––

An Exotic Research 2000
Conference Presentation

As an elderly man, Tesla discussed controversial topics
such as free energy, particle beam weapons, cosmic rays
that travel faster than light, a magnifying transmitter to
harness cosmic rays, interplanetary communication and a
claim that he could transmit energy at twice the speed of
light. These exotic inventions interest and fuel free energy
researchers’ imagination. Tesla’s claim of transmitting energy at twice the speed of light put Tesla in direct conflict
with Einstein’s belief that space was curved. Tesla’s unique
views on the nature of radioactivity also placed him out of
the mainstream scientific world. Simply delusional... or did
Tesla have a keen insight into the wheelwork of Nature?
ER0009 -2000 Conference DVD (Seifer) ........ 19.95

Fantastic Inventions
of Nikola Tesla

by Nikola Tesla
With Additional Material by David Childress

A compendium of patents, diagrams, photos and explanations
of the many inventions of the originator of the modern era of
electrification. Topics such as wireless power, death rays, and
radio controlled airships described by Tesla. Illustrated with
100’s of rare photos, drawings and patents, includes material
on German bases in Antarctica, and a secret city built at a
remote jungle site in South America by Marconi. Numerous
inventions/patents and their purposes are detailed. (342pp)
220030- Fantastic Inventions ......................... 16.95

Inventions, Researches, and Writings of

Nikola Tesla

Published in 1894, this is a compendium of Tesla’s
lectures, miscellaneous articles, discussions and
inventions that appeared in Electrical Engineer.

by Thomas Cummerford Martin
Ten years of Tesla’s work (1884-1894)
laid the basis for the electrical system still
used today are featured. Four areas are covered:
• Polyphase Currents; • Hi Freq/Hi Potential Currents;
• Motors & Oscillators; • Misc Inventions & Writings;
Whether an experimentor or a historian, this is great original
source material from the inventor... Nikola Tesla revealing the
scope of his inventions and range of thought. (496pp)
210004-Tesla’s Invention/Writing ................. $24.95

A lab demonstration
video featuring:
Eric P. Dollard
& Peter Lindemann

If you’ve ever wondered if there is more to a Tesla coil than
just making big sparks then watch this video. Borderland
presents a series of experiments providing you with factual
data on the reality of Tesla’s theories. You will see experiments on: The One-Wire Electrical Transmission System;
The Wireless Power Transmission System; Transmission of
Direct Current Through Space; and, a novel form of electric light which attracts material objects but repels a human
hand! A longitudinal broadcast from Borderland Labs to a
nearby beach, using the ocean as an antenna is featured.
These experiments can be reproduced by any competent researcher, there are no secrets here! Today’s conceptions of a
Tesla Coil provide the researcher with little practical material. Eric Dollard reintroduces the "pancake" Tesla Coils in
a series of experiments taken directly from Tesla’s work. No
modern interpretations needed, they went to the source —
and it worked! Construction details are given. If you want
to do some exciting, exploratory work into Tesla’s theories
then this video will give you a great start. (60 min)
370003 - Tesla’s Longitudinal Elect DVD .... $24.95

Transverse &
Longitudinal
Electric Waves

A laboratory demonstration
with Eric P. Dollard

Eric demonstrates the reality of longitudinal waves and
their application to the natural transmission of electricity.
Analog computers (networks of coils and capacitors) are
presented opening up an entire new field of electrical researches into the wave forms discovered and used by Tesla
in his wireless power transmissions. You will experience
the physical functions of the various waves via direct measurement inside the computer network. The Longitudinal
Magneto-Dielectric wave is shown to have a propagating
velocity greater than the speed of light! The transverse electromagnetic wave, (in present use) is shown to be a retarded,
unnatural form of energy transmission. A Multi-Pactor Orgone Detector is demonstrated indicating a relationship
between dielectricity and orgone. A competent researcher
can duplicate the experiments on this video from the information given. Amaze your science teacher! (50 min)
370004 - Trans/Long Elect Waves DVD .... $24.95
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Alternative Energy
Research & Development
Tesla’s Car
Lost Science
by Gerry Vassilatos
Rediscover legendary names of a suppressed
scientiﬁc revolution — remarkable lives, astounding discoveries, incredible inventions!
• Baron Karl von Reichenbach- aura research
• Antonio Meucci - physiophone and wireless
• Nathan Stubbleﬁeld - earth battery technology
• Nikola Tesla - geoætheric engines
• Dr. Royal Rife - cancer cures that worked
• T.H. Moray - space energy device
• T.T. Brown - gravitational warp research
• Philo Farnsworth - FUSOR project
Each chapter is a biographic treasure covering the inventor,
his technology, and the intrigue surrounding its deliberate
suppression. since complete knowledge of this loss is key
to recapture this wonder technology. (347pp)
220038- Lost Science (GBC)......................... 29.95

BreakThrough Power

How Quantum-Leap New Energy Inventions
Can Transform Our World

by Jeane Manning & Joel Garbon

Compelling stories of brave innovators and their
breakthroughs that can replace coal and other
polluting fuels, makes the case for open-sourcing clean-energy
inventions. Even “non-techies” can envision and help manifest a
higher civilization assisted by an energy abundance that is humankind’s birthright. Scientists in this book highlight the rich variety of
clean energy inventions that the public usually doesn’t hear about.
Yet these topics directly relate to both climate change and the world
economy and humanitarian projects that determine our future!
500058 - Break Through Power .............................. 19.95

Conference on Future Energy Proceedings
Washington, DC • April 1999

Includes all plenary/workshop/contributed papers. 15 audio
tracks. Noncombustive Helicopter video. DOE-EIA 20 energy forecast and radwaste study. Speakers included: Ken
Shoulders, Paul Brown, Robertson, Wallman, Pantone, Graneau, Valone, David Hamilton, Perreault, Greer, Les Adam,
Ed Storms, David Goodwin, Tom Van Flandern
320018- COFE Proceedings (CD) ................. 19.95
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and Other Free Energy Devices

Compiled by Steven R. Elswick, BSEE
Serious about building free energy devices?
Then this book is for you! In addition to several construction plans, there is background information on 3 different
basic types of alternative energy devices. Some devices are
designed merely to be more efﬁcient than conventional technology, others claim to be overunity in the traditional sense
of the word. Before you buy mainstream physics claim that
alternative energy is impossible, you should read this book.
Supporting accounts and photos included whereever possible. A great book to beef up your library. You will not need
be a rocket scientist to value this book. (121 pgs; GBC)
290010- Tesla’s Car/Free Energy ................... 29.95

Alternative Energy
Researcher’s Reference Manual

Magnetic Motors & Generators
Compiled by Steven R. Elswick, BSEE

Through this book you will learn:
• How to build magnet motors
• How to select materials
• How magnetic motors work
Discover the work of Joe Newman, Howard Johnson, EV
Gray, and other researchers that worked on over-unity devices that may have worked. Gain better understanding of
magnetics and how they work. This great source material,
as well as patents and plans.(121 pgs; GBC)
290009- Magnetic Motors/Generators............ 29.95

Proceedings of
Conf on Future Energy 3

Washington, DC • Oct 2009
This is the complete compilation of papers and the program which were to be
presented at the Third Conference of
Future Energy hosted by Integrity Research Institute in Washington DC. This cutting edge material includes over eighteen papers, including papers by Tom
Valone, David Froning, James Bare, Ray Sedwick, Moray
King, Wayne Miller, Glen Rein, Thorsten Ludwig, Joe Firmage, Robert Wagner, Eric Lerner, Larry, Ott, Jaqueline
Panting, Jordan Maclay and more.
320027- COFE 3 Proceedings......................... 40.00
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The Free-Energy
Device Handbook

A Compilation of Patents & Reports
by David H Childress
This compilation of patents, articles, papers,
and diagrams for Free Energy Devices is vital for experimenters and researchers into magnetic motors and other
“over-unity” devices. With chapters on the Adams Motor,
Hans Coler Generator, cold fusion, superconductors, “N”
machines, space-energy generators, Tesla, T. Townsend
Brown, and other free energy devices, this book belongs on
every science shelf. Energy is a major force for wars! Free
energy devices, if ever allowed in mass production, could
radically change the world! Get your copy now before the
Deptof Energy bans this book! This is one book that can’t be
ignored!!! Get a copy TODAY!!! (perfect; 292 pp)
220033- Free Energy Device .......................... 16.95

The Homopolar Handbook
A Definitive Guide to Faraday Disk
& N-Machine Technologies
by Thomas Valone
The rotating disk dynamo has mystified every scientist since Faraday’s 1831 discovery. Also called a
unipolar generator (or N-Machine by Bruce DePalma), its
efficiency is often known to be above 95% in commercial
models. Tesla’s “Notes on a Unipolar Dynamo”, Tewari’s
Space Generator, the Trombly-Kahn patent and more are
included. Can the homopolar generator become a self-running
free energy machine? A unipolar dynamo is so simple that
even the earth’s core has one, so powerful that it forges
metal alloy billets and can launch a railgun! This book has
all the history, operating principles, construction details, and
pictures of this unique, mysterious generator, so the reader
can reach an informed conclusion. No library of free energy
research is complete without a copy! (Perfect, 192p)
320020- Homopolar Handbook .......................19.95

The Secret of Light
by Walter Russell

Today’s civilization has advanced far in knowing HOW to deal with matter but we do not
know WHAT matter is, nor the WHY of it. Nor
do we know what energy, electricity, magnetism, gravitation
and radiation are. Nor do we know the purpose of the inert
gases and what they are. Nor do we know the structure of the
elemental atoms nor the gyroscopic principle which determines that structure. Nor are we aware of the fact that this
is a two-way continuous universe of balance in all effects of
Motion and not a one-way discontinuous universe... Russell
presents an alternative perspective on chemistry and physics
more accurate than classical models! (hdbk; 330 pp)
500044-The Secret of Light ............................ 15.00

Perpetual Motion

The History of an Obsession

by Arthur Ord-Hume
Make a machine which gives out more work than
the energy you put into it and you have perpetual
motion. The deceptively simple task of making a mechanism
which would turn forever fascinated many inventors and
many applied themselves to the task. Sometimes, their quest
became an obsession. However, the perpetual motion seekers played an important part in engineering history. Without
their experiments the science of mechanics would not have
developed so rapidly. The fascination continues today!
220041-Perpetual Motion .............................. 19.95

Fire From Ice

Searching for the
Truth Behind the Cold Fusion Furor
by Eugene Mallove

Fire From Ice chronicles one of the most
misunderstood and valued scientific controversies of all time.
It details the events surrounding and following the 1989 Pons
and Fleischmann announcement of the discovery of cold
nuclear fusion. Mallove offers a unique insider’s view of the
controversy, while at the same time explaining the relevant
science and technology. Nominated for the Pulitzer Prize.
520030- Fire From Ice .................................... 25.95

Cold Fusion

Fire from Water

narrated by James Doohan

This fascinating documentary, narrated
by James “Scotty” Doohan of “Star Trek”
fame, details the events following the 1989
cold fusion announcement made by Pons and
Fleischmann. Learn about the backlash which followed,
but discover that hundreds of scientists are diligently working
in the field to bring forth the water fuel age.
520020 - Cold Fusion (DVD) ...................... $14.95

The Man Who Tapped the
Secrets of the Universe
by Glenn Clark

Walter Russell was known as the modern day
Leonardo da Vinci, the most versatile man in America...
musician, illustrator, portrait painter, architectural designer,
sculptor, business practices advisor, champion figure skater,
natural scientist, philosopher and author. In this biography
of Walter Russell, we meet the man who, in his own words,
discusses the nature of developing the genius inherent within,
and reveals his personal “Five Laws of Success.” (57pp)
500045- Man Who Tapped Secrets .................. 5.00
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Dan Davidson Research
Shape Power

Fundamental Discovery of How Shape Modifies Undifferentiated Universal Aether Into
Electricity, Magnetism, and Nuclear Forces
Treatise on how form converts universal aether into electromagnetic/gravitic forces. Dan has broken the code on
how how nature manifests from the virtual particle soup of
aether into matter. A unified field theory putting all this into
perspective is defined in this work, establishing the basis for
a new branch of science. Explore how shapes manipulate
the aether . (perfect; 154 pp) ISBN:0962632155
590005- Shape Power ................................... 19.95

Shape Power...

1998 Exotic Research
Conference DVD

Vital Key to Unlock Free Energy and Anti-Gravity

Davidson reveals discovery of how shapes create electromagnetic/electrostatic effects as well as Joe Parr's discovery
of anti-gravitational effects associated with pyramid and triangular shapes and Dan's validation of these effects.
ER9812 - 1998 Conf: Dan Davidson(DVD)......19.95

Shape Power and Universal Resonance

Dan’s 2004 briefing on advances covered in the Shape Power book,

reveal an unlimited potential for shape power applications in
health, gravity control, gravity craft, free energy, and military
applications. One key to gravitation/free energy may be large
arrayed nano-structures that modify aetheric forces to create
macro gravity and energy effects due to array multiplication
of shape power energy effects. (39pp; staples)
590006- Shape Pwr/Univ Resonance .............18.00

T-FIELD ENERGY RESEARCH

Excellent publication reveals how aether behaves and unveils
a forgotten 1878 discovery—the Gary Magnetic effect. Gary,
one of the earliest alternative energy researchers, discovered
the principle of a magnet’s neutral line of magnetic force.
Having determined the nature of this force and figuring a way
to utilize it, Gary constructed a real live working model of a
“free” energy device. Realizing at this point it was a toy that
could not produce enough usable power, he continued to work
until he developed a super efficient generator! staples.
590002 - T-Field Energy .................................. 15.00

THETA DEVICE & Other Free Energy Devices

Booklet incudes info on Theta device and the actual patents
of eight other free energy devices. Excellent matter! stpls
590003 - The Theta Device ............................ 15.00

Free Energy, the Aether & Electrification

Dan Davidson’s 1992 ITS lecture on “electrostatics” and Prof
Sanford’s 1911 book _ “A Physical Theory of Electrification.”
Truly Outstanding material! stpl ISBN 0962632139
590004 - Free Energy/Aether/Elect .................15.00
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Free Energy Pioneer
John Worrell Keely

by Theo Paijmans

Over a century ago, John Keely discovered
a mysterious source of free, unlimited energy. Experimenting with the substance for
years, he built 2,000 machines and devices that ran on this
esoteric force, and experimented with anti-gravity and the
disintegration of solid matter. Numerous people witnessed
his demonstrations, and his work was well known to Tesla,
Edison, and Jules Verne. Lots of illustrations (pft; 416 pp)
220039- Free Energy Pioneer: Keely ............. 19.95

Keely & His Discoveries
by Clara Jessup Bloomfield-Moore

This authoritative biography of John Ernst
Worrell Keely covers his pioneering work in
acoustics which ranged from disintegrating water to flying
machine that levitated and propelled itself in the presence of
government witnesses. Written by the woman who financed
his work for over ten years and understood Keely and his
science. This volume is a chronology of his work and life
from 1872 through 1892. (GBC; 150pg)
250011- Keely and His Discoveries ............. 29.95

2001 Conference DVDs!
The World of Free Energy - Peter Lindemann
Lindemann does it again! This landmark presentation
(updates the Ed Gray EMA motor power supply, as well as
Bedini’s motor designs that recharge their own batteries,
Muller’s low drag generators, Adams’ magnetic heaters,
Bearden’s MEG and other magnet powered transformers,
“ChemAlloy” that spontaneously dissociates water, Meyer’s
water fuel-cell and its spin-off at Xogen, and more information on Free Energy systems than ever has publicly released—
a must for serious Free Energy researchers! (2 hrs)
330013 - World of Free Energy (DVD) .......... 29.95
The History of the
EV Gray Motor
Norman Wootan

The truth is finally revealed. The mystery about Ed
Gray’s EMA motors is over. With two recovered EMA
motor prototypes on stage at the 2001 KeelyNet Conference,
Norman Wootan discusses every design feature possible.
Every single way the real motors deviate from the designs
revealed in Gray’s Patent are discussed in detail. Now see
with your own eyes how it was really done. This video is
a must for serious researchers wanting to convert Radiant
Energy into mechanical power. (2 hrs.)
330014- History of EV Gray Motor (DVD) ...... 29.95
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Harnessing
Cosmic Energy
by Bruce Perreault

TH Moray’s research involved the
direct application of Radiant Energy to the ultimate electric
particles of the atoms/molecules of the Universe. One of his
prototypes measured about 42”x 26”x22” and weighed less
than sixty pounds. It generated about 4KW of electrical
power. Demonstrated in front of scores of witnesses... it was
bitterly opposed by the entrenched economic interests. Radiant Energy is said to be the “Holy Grail of Free Energy,” and
those who wish to study this exciting subject will do well to
give serious attention to Dr. Moray’s original discoveries and
to Perreault’s recent research. This book holds the final key
to converting cosmic radiant energy into electrical power.
480002- HarnessCosmic Energy ................... 29.95

Radiant Energy
Research Collection
This CD-Rom contains over 20 titles including
a nonprintiable pdf version of Harnessing Cosmic Energy, Le
Bon’s Evolution of Matter and Force, as well as hard to find
TH Moray material. Serious free energy researchers have a
real need for this CD-ROM packed full of information!
480003- Radiant Energy CD Rom .................. 29.95

Universal Laws

Never Before Revealed

Keely's Secrets : Understanding and
Using the Science of Sympathetic Vibration

by Dale Pond
This collection of articles by Keely, Tesla, Pond and many others reveals the scientific significance
and correlations of Keely's work: the science of Sympathetic
Vibratory Physics. It is the most comprehensive interpretation of SVP ever done. The definitive book on Keely's
discoveries and science, it includes Pond's clarifications
on Keely's 40 Laws of Harmony. Extensively illustrated
including the original crystal clear Library of Congress
photographs. Most of Keely’s beautiful Acoustic Charts are
computer enhanced and are legible. Contains a comprehensive bibliography of source materials.284 pages.
250010- Universal Laws ................................. 19.95

Zero Point Technologies
by Frank Znidarsic
Excellent source of Zero Point Energy material, runs on any computer with a browser.
Contains: theory, reports, photos, movies, sound bites, and
index of various zero point experiments.
520010- Zero-Point Tech (CD) ....................... 19.95

Energy Machine
of T. Henry Moray

Zero-Point Energy & Pulsed Plasma Physics
by Moray B. King
In the 1920s Moray invented a “free energy” device that
produced 50 kW of electricity. Unexplainable by orthodox
science, the electricity exhibited a strange “cold current”
characteristic where thin wires could conduct appreciable
power without heating. Moray suffered ruthless suppression.
In 1939, the device was destroyed. Today, modern physics
finally recognizes the vacuum contains tremendous energy
called zero-point energy. Other inventors have discovered
it is activated by pulsing plasma, and created novel energy
devices, but they too were suppressed. The common pattern
of these technologies clarified the fundamental operating
principle. Free energy that works! Truly an inspiration for
engineers and inventors (200pp)
450003 - Energy Machine of Moray ................14.95

Free Energy Secrets
of Cold Electricity

presentation by Peter Lindemann

In the 1970’s, inventor Edwin V. Gray developed an electric automobile engine that
produced 80 HP and recharged its own batteries. It ran on what
he called “cold electricity.” This amazing technology remained
shrouded in mystery until Sep 2000. This video is the complete
technical lecture given by Dr. Peter Lindemann at that time. In it,
he explains exactly how Ed Gray’s system works, how he produced
“cold electricity” and how that relates to Nikola Tesla’s earlier
discovery of “Radiant Energy”. Using 50 slides of articles, patents,
photos, and circuits, Lindemann documents his research, until the
method is fully revealed. Now you can understand one of the most
powerful Free Energy methods ever discovered. (3 hrs-DVD)
330011- Free Energy Secret DVD .......................................... 29.95

Practical Conversion
of Zero-Point Energy
by Thomas Valone PhD, PE

Zero-point energy (ZPE) is a universal
natural phenomenon of great significance
which has evolved from the historical
development of ideas about the vacuum! This is the authoritative guide to the latest developments, tools, and physics
behind the only inexhaustible source of energy for the future.
This revised edition contains a complete summary guide “the
Vacuum Engineer’s Toolkit” Invaluable for serious ZPE researchers. Profusely illustrated and professionally researched
with almost 300 references by a noted expert.
320021- Pract ZeroPoint Energy.......................................... 20.00
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Electric Motor Secrets
by Dr. Peter Lindemann
Laying dormant within the modern electric
motor is a deep, dark secret. For the last 176
years, that secret has held the electric motor
to its present level of performance. But in 1975, a quantum leap
in electric motor design was made by Bob Teal, an American
inventor. Teal’s Magnipulsion Engine produced COPs between
8 and 10. Using lab demonstrations, patents, diagrams, and private documents, Lindemann takes you on an extraordinary trip
through the history of electric motors, resurrecting the secret
of Magnipulsion, and revealing the future of efficient electric
motor design. MUST HAVE DVD! (2hr 26 minutes)
330015 -Electric Motor Secrets ...................... 29.95

Zero Point Energy
Fuel of Future
by Thomas Valone PhD, PE
After completing the Feasibility Study
of the Extration of ZPE, many people
expressed their interest in a book that
would explain the ZPE discoveries in easy-to-understand
language. This book is the answer to that need. With lots
of illustrations, directly from PowerPoint presentations by
the author, it leads the reader from basic concepts to the
referenced details of ZPE. Contents includetopics like Intro
to ZPE, Proof of ZPE: Casimir Effect and Lamb Shift, ZPE
Tutorial, Experimental ZPE, first ZPE Patent, Sonoluminescence, Inertia. Gravity, Newton's Law, Advanced ZPE
Transducers, and ZPE Design Suggestions.
320026- ZPE: Fuel of Future .......................... 22.00

Harnessing the
Wheelwork of Nature
Tesla’s Science of Energy

by Thomas Valone PhD, PE
A complilation of essays, papers and
technical briefings on the emerging Tesla Technology and Zero Point Energy
engineering that will soon change the entire way we live.
This is a highly illustrated, fascinating, and technical compendium on the coming world of super science envisioned
by Tesla over 100 years ago! Authors include John Shatlan,
Toby Grotz, Nikola Tesla, Andrija Puharich, Oliver Nichelson, Dr. Robert Bass, Charles Yost, and Thomas Valone.
Compiled by the director of the Integrity Research Institute,
who has a PhD in physics and is a popular speaker on new
energy, this contains some of the best material on Tesla.
220035- Harnessing Wheelwork .................... 16.95
12

Free Energy

The Race to ZeroPoint

From Nikola Tesla to Cold Fusion,
Magnetic Motors to AntiGravity
Featuring: The Patterson Power Cell • Troy Reed’s magnetic
motors • Paul Pantone’s GEET Processor • Dennis Lee’s
Low Temperature Phase Change • Joseph Newman’s rotating
magnets • John Hutchison’s anti-gravity experiments
Comprehensive documentary features the most promising devices, processes and theories of the most visionary scientists
and persistent independent inventors on the planet!
310040- FE: Race to ZPoint (DVD) ................. 39.95

Tapping
the Zero Point Energy
Free Energy in Today’s Physics

by Moray B. King
Free energy and anti-gravity are possible. The
theory of zero point energy posits that there are great fluctuations of electrical field energy embedded within the fabric of
space. For instance... TH Moray produced a 50KW free energy machine in 1930 and the Pons/Fleischmann cold fusion
experiment produced tremendous heat without fusion.
450001 - Tapping Zero Point ..................... $12.95

Quest for Zero Point Energy
Engineering Principles for Free Energy
by Moray B. King
Free energy and anti-gravity are solutions to the
world’s energy crisis. Zero-Point Energy technology can
transform our earth to a self-sustaining, pollution-free planet.
Zero Point Energy theory maintains that fluctuations of
electrical field energy are embeded in the fabric of space. By
identifying the densest energy and using today’s technology
to balance energy flow, we can acquire energy which doesn’t
deplete Earth. Filled with diagrams, patents, and photos, it
covers: Fundamentals of Zero Point Energy, Vacuum Energy
Vortices, Super Tubes, and Charge Clusters.
450002 - Quest for Zero Point .................... $14.95

Occult Ether Physics

by William Lyne
This Secret Physics paradigm with a different
set of rules is hidden away from us by a powerful elite who fear technology based on it will
strip away their power and wealth. Includes: Occult Ether
Theory and Electropropulsion; Wireless Transmission of Energy; Tesla’s Teleforce; Electromagnetic Momentum; Ether/
Ponderable Matter; Teslas Dynamic Theory of Gravity
540001- Occult Ether Physics .......................... 9.95
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The Secret of the Aether
by David Thomson & Jim Bourassa
For the first time in history, a scientific foundation for God’s existence is presented and
supported by the same empirical data physicists use everyday. Through a simple observation noted 100
years ago by Charles Coulomb, the electromagnetic units
have been corrected of an error that has led physics astray for
so long. Now, electrodynamics can be expressed in simple
dimensional equations, the neurosciences can now be united
to quantum and classical physics, and the precise geometry
of subatomic particles can be modeled.
592000 - The Secret of the Aether ................. 64.95

Unification of Strong

Gravitational & Electric Forces

––– by Vladimar Ginsberg –––
The strong force is merely a manifestation
electric force, both qualitatively and quanti
book expands the concept of the spiral field that leads to
the unification of strong electric, and gravitational forces. A
presentation discusses the new prime elements of Nature, the
torix and the helix, which are based on positive and negative
energy.Matter, ether, electromagnetic waves, and neutrinos
are decribed by the very same fundamental equations.
Ginsberg’s unification of strong, gravitational, and electric
forces confirms a possibility of instantaneous transmission
of waves. Furthermore, it identifies likely candidates for
“dark” matter, while outlining a road map for the unified
field theory. Well illustrated, this book explores the leading
edge of physics. (280pp)
593000- Unification Gravity/Elect................... 14.95

Scalar Waves

From an extended vortex and field theory to a technical, biological and historical use of longitudinal waves.
by Prof. Dr. Konstantin Meyl
From Maxwell's field equations, only transverse (Hertzian) waves can be derived, whereas the calculation of
longitudinal scalar waves gives zero as a result. This is
a flaw of the field theory, since scalar waves exist for all
particle waves. Starting from Faraday's discovery, an extended field theory is derived, which goes beyond Maxwell’s theory with description of potential vortices (noise
vortices) and their propagation as scalar waves, containing
Maxwell’s theory as a special case. With that, the extension does not contradict conventional textbook physics.
Besides the mathematical calculations, this book contains
technical information on scalar waves for such uses as parallel image transmission, and also addresses critical questions of the environmental compatibility.
530101 - Scalar Waves .................................. $49.95

Transcending the
Speed of Light:

Consciousness, Quantum Physics,
and Fifth Dimension
by Marc Seifer, PhD
The space-time continuum of scientists
generally ignores the realm of the mind, though phenomena
such as imaginary numbers, used by Einstein to combine
space with time, are concepts that only exist in the mind. The
inadequacy of four-dimensional models to account for our
experience of mental phenomena points to the consciousness
of the mind as a higher organizing principle, a fifth dimension
where thoughts are as real and quantifiable as our physical
world. Thought enables us to move backward and forward
through time--reflecting on the past and making plans for
the future--this fifth dimension of mind breaks the laws of
relativity, thereby transcending the speed of light. This study
includes relativity and ether theory and much more...
420010-Transcend Speed of Light ................. 22.95

The New Paradigm:

A Confrontation Between Physics
and the Paranormal Phenomena

––– by John O’M. Bockris –––
Dr. Bockris’ landmark new book is by far
the best we’ve seen on this subject. He attacks the current
paradigm from all angles, and reviews well-documented
phenomena which are difficult or impossible to explain with
current scientific thought. Bockris proposes a new paradigm
which doesn’t serve science as we now know it, but rather
encompasses the known and “unknown” around us to give a
better understanding of the true nature of reality. (503 pp)
310037- The New Paradigm ........................... 34.95

Creation

The Physical Truth

––– by Harold Aspden –––
What is the physical truth about creation,
and how do we develop the 'theory of everything' to explain it? In Creation, Aspden
deciphers in physical terms nature's messages, as coded in
the numerical values of the fundamental physical constants.
His account tells us how the primary particle of matter, the
proton, the nucleus of the hydrogen atom, is created and how
stars are formed, and explains why matter is subject to the
force of gravity. The result reveals evidence that challenges
many astrophysical notions. It warrants attention as it may
reveal how to bring that omnipresent energy source into the
realm of technology at a time when it is most needed. Only
by understanding how forces of nature generate a state of
spin in the aether may we see how to extract its energy.
530110 -Creation: Phys Truth ....................... $44.95
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Our Future Is HYDROGEN Bourke Engine
by Robert Siblerud
Plans
This book gives our planet Earth hope by
providing a solution to global warming
and dwindling fossil fuels. Its purpose is to
provide public awareness to this remarkable
energy carrier. Both the auto and oil industries realize that
hydrogen is the energy of the future!The book describes the
need for alternative energy and explains hydrogen’s history,
properties, safety, applications, and current status. It shows
why hydrogen is the best of alternative fuels. (164 pp)
460001 - Our Future is Hydrogen ...................14.95

Common Duct
Electrolytic
Oxyhydrogen
Larry Oja
This presentation from the 2004 ExtraOrdinary Technology
Conference gives a brief history on Brown’s Gas, and explain
what Brown’s Gas is thought to be. Larry Oja also discusses
the many uses of Brown’s Gas and its “myth conceptions”
as well as its role in our future, such as a torch gas in current
applications in industry, as a fuel enhancer for increased gas
mileage, for muscle relaxation and pain relief, the neutralization of radioactive waste, creating “new water”, ore reduction and many other uses. Larry’s work features the Eagle
Research 1200 model designed by George Wiseman -- who
is recognized as the foremost authority today on Brown’s
Gas since Yull Brown’s 1998 death.
ET0401-2004 Larry Oja DVD ....................................... 19.95

Brown’s Gas Research
by George Wiseman

Brown’s Gas: Book 1

Brown’s Gas is noted for its unique properties. This book is
an excellent primer as the properties of hydrogen, oxygen,
and Brown’s Gas are reviewed and compared. It includes
simple plans to show you how-to build a Brown’s Gas generator at home, with low cost parts. Then, with only water
and electricity, you make Brown’s Gas!
240007- Brown Gas: Bk I .................................19.95

Brown’s Gas: Book 2

This follows up Brown’s Gas: Book 1 and gives comprehensive details on how to build an experimental electrolyzer
that will produce commercial quantities of Brown’s Gas. You
can build an electrolyzer that will put out 1,000 liters per
hour for as little as $500. This volume was previously only
available by buying a $10,000 electrolyzer.
240009-Brown Gas: Bk 2 .............................. 29.95
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After decades, Russell
Bourke’s engine remains
one of the most intriguing
powerplants of all time. Unlike conventional engines, this
revolutionary engine is designed to handle high speed, violent
hydrogen-oxygen reactions. The revolutionary single-stroke
hydrogen cycle concept provides clean efficient power in
a compact, lightweight package. Only 14 of the 30-cubic
inch twins were produced before Bourke’s death. Try to
build your own to see if you can achieve the same results....
others have! This set of plans for the Bourke Engine may
be just what you need. There are 31 engineering drawings
in this set of plans in an 11x17 format.
290003 - Bourke Engine Plans ....................... 59.95

Free Energy
Research DVD

Rotary Parametric Generator
demonstration with
Eric P. Dollard & Peter Lindemann
A working concept of the Rotary
Parametric Generator (also known
as “variable reluctance” generator) is demonstrated at the
Borderland Lab. Conceived by Peter Lindemann and constructed by Michael Knox. the rotary parametric generator
attempts to exploit magnetic forces. Physically, it consists
of four magnetic poles at 90° intervals around a rotating
iron laminate core. There is a stationary output coil around
the rotating core. Video covers both theory and demo.
370005 - Free Energy Research DVD .......... $24.95

Kentucky Farmer Invents
Wireless Telephone!
But Was It Radio?

Facts & Folklore About Nathan Stubblefield
by Bob Lochte
Nathan Beverly Stubblefield (1860-1928) is the legendary
Kentucky melon farmer who some think invented radio
years before Marconi. Lochte's view is that Stubblefield was
an early telephone entrepreneur who pursued what turned
out to be a wireless dead end. In this landmark biographical
work, there are more photos, patent reprints, and other information on Stubblefield in one place than anywhere else.
Appendices include reproductions of Stubblefield's four
patents, his 1902 statement on wireless telephony, a reprint
of a 1902 Scientific American article, and reprints of an oftcited speech and article on which others have drawn. Most
intriguing is the accounts of a mysterious energy source he
appears to have tapped towards the end of his life! (230p)
340030- Kentucky Farmer Invents ................. 16.95
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Forbidden Science

From Ancient Technologies
to Free Energy

–– Edited by J. Douglas Kenyon ––
This book reveals how orthodox science
disallows inquiry that challenges the status quo –– even with verifiable results.
It highlights cutting-edge, heretical, suppressed scientific
research by researchers including Immanuel Velikovsky,
Nikola Tesla, Rupert Sheldrake, and Masaru Emoto. It explores science and technology that has been suppressed by
the orthodox scientific community-- from the true function
of the Great Pyramid and the megaliths at Nabta Playa to
Velikovsky’s insights, free energy from space, cold fusion,
and Sheldrake’s research into telepathy and ESP.
There is an organized war going on in science between
materialistic theory and anything termed spiritual or
metaphysical. The absolute skepticism of the scientific establishment is detrimental to scientific inquiry that thinks
outside the box. This mentality is interested in preserving
funding for its own project. From Tesla’s AC to Schoch’s
re-dating of the Sphinx, this is a compelling intro to the true
history of alternative original research.
300005- Forbidden Science ........................... 18.00

Pyramid Power

...fascinating information on pyramids, and
how to make pyramid power work for you!

–– by Max Toth & Greg Nielsen ––
The topic of controversy, Pyramid Power has captured the imagination of millions all over the world who have used
these mysterious energies in research
and to create a better lifestyle. Pyramid
Power, the secret energy harnessed by the ancients, preserves food stuffs, amplifies thought forms, and increases
sexual vitality. Here is the latest provocative information on
pyramids around the world, instructions on building your
own pyramid, and suggested experiments. This bestseller
on pyramid energies offers fascinating information on pyramids, and how to make pyramid power work for you.
300004 - Pyramid Power ................................ 12.95

Free-Energy Research
––– by Eric Dollard –––
This new book contains contributions Eric
has made to the Journal of Borderland Research. It contains the key to unlock the Etheric aspects to
Tesla technology. Includes: Functional Thinking- an Interview with Eric Dollard, The Transmission of Electricity,
Understanding the Rotating Magnetic Field, Introduction to
Dielectricity & Capaciatance. (28pp, staples)
370014-Free Energy Research ......................... 7.50

Seven Experiments That
Could Change the World
A Do-It-Yourself Guide
to Revolutionary Science

––– by Rupert Sheldrake –––
In the past, most scientific research was carried
out by amateurs; and amateurs, by definition, are people who do
something because they love it. And although amateur naturalists
and freelance inventors still exist, they have been marginalized. I
envisage a complementary relationship between non-professional
and professional researchers, the former having a greater freedom
to pioneer new areas of research, and the latter a rigorous approach,
enabling new discoveries to be confirmed and incorporated into a
growing body of science solving our most fundamental problems.
300002 -Seven Experiments ...........................16.95

Alternative Science

Challenging the Myths of
the Scientific Establishment

––– by Richard Milton –––
This tour of anomalous research makes
clear what the establishment denies: plenty of hard experimental evidence already
exists for cold fusion, paranormal phenomena, bioenergy,
and the effectiveness of alternative medicine. Because these
subjects and their investigators are continually denied legitimacy by the “paradigm police,” the public is led to believe that all claims made about such topics are completely
groundless. In many instances, the scientific orthodoxy acts
with rigidity in the face of the evidence. Faraday, Roentgen, Edison, and even the Wright Brothers were thought to
be charlatans by their contemporaries. The reader can only
wonder if there is not something fundamentally wrong with
the way that science is currently being practiced.
300001 - Alternative Science ......................... 16.95

Technology of the Gods
Incredible Science of the Ancients
––– by David H. Childress –––

A look into the amazing world of ancient technology, from computers in antiquity to the flying machines of gods. Childress looks at the
technology that was allegedly used in Atlantis and the theory that
the Great Pyramid of Egypt was originally a gigantic power station. He examines tales of ancient flight technology; how the ancients used electricity; megalithic building techniques; the use of
crystal lenses and the fire from the gods; evidence of various high
tech weapons in the past, including atomic weapons; ancient metallurgy and heavy machinery, the role of modern inventors such as
Tesla in bringing ancient technology back into modern use; impossible artifacts; and more. Packed with illustrations.. amazing info!
220051 -Technology of Gods ....................... 16.95
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Physics, Chemistry & Other Applied Sciences
How to Build a Solar Cell
that Really Works!
––– by Walt Noon –––

Problem Solvers
The Staff of REA

Each Problem Solver® is a study aid and solution guide
that enable you to come to grips with difﬁcult problems by
showing the way step-by-step, toward solving problems.
Useful, practical, and informative, these study aids are excellent review books and textbook companions, making
them perfect for high school, undergraduate and graduate
studies, and beyond. Ideal for helping students with the
toughest subjects, they simplify study and learning tasks.
Superbly indexed, you can locate speciﬁc problems quickly
and easily. Educators consider PROBLEM SOLVERS®
the most effective and reliable study aids; students describe
them as “fantastic” — the best review books available.
390014 - Prob Solver: Calculus ..................... 25.95
390015 - Prob Solver: Geometry..................... 25.95
390016 - Prob Solver: Linear Algebra ........... 30.95
390017 - Prob Solver: Biology ....................... 25.95
390018 - Prob Solver: Chemistry.................... 25.95
390019 - Prob Solver: Physics ....................... 25.95

A Thousand and
One Formulas

–– by Sidney Gernsback ––
Back in 1920 people were hot to set
up their own labs, invent something
and become rich. Here are formulas on cements and glues,
compositions of all kinds, inks, glass and glass working,
leather polishes, metal-craft, perfumes, soaps, photography,
blueprint and other papers, plating, pyrotechny, polishes and
stains, varnishes and paints, cleaning compounds, wood-craft,
chemical lab hints, mechanical lab hints, electrical lab hints,
miscellaneous formulas and an appendix. A lot of this is
quaint–not directly useful. It’s for kitchen chemists. But a few
of the formulas and ideas are worth the entire book. If you’re
trying to build a reference library of unusual secret formulas,
this book is certainly worth considering. (160 pages)
260001 - A 1001 Formulas ................................ 9.95

Simple Scientiﬁc Experiments

––– by Aurel de Ratti –––
Describes 46 instructive science experiments in electricity,
magnetism, hydraulics, hydrostatic, light and acoustics.Great
quick-n-dirty science fair projects. Cheap!(69 pp)
260002 - Simple Scientiﬁc Exp ........................ 8.95
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See how to quickly and cheaply build a copper oxide photo cell. Its overall efﬁciency
doesn’t come close to modern cells, but
neither does the cost. Crank out cells for pennies. Connect
cells together for surprising amounts of power. (bklt 22 pp)
260018 - How to Build Solar Cell ..................... 4.95

Old Time Secrets of

Making
Permanent Magnets

Anthology of simple techniques used over centuries to create powerful permanent magnets.

Permanent magnets are used on a number of
devices including magnetos, tools, telephones, instruments,
switches, etc. Extensive use of permanent magnets, together
with scientiﬁc methods of manufacturing them, has come
about only recently. Ten years ago, the production of permanent magnets was an obscure branch of manufacturing...
today it is one of the important phases of the steel-working
industry. Every plant making magnets has its own manufacturing process, but the underlying and fundamental principles
to produce successful magnets are the same in all.
260014 - Making Permanent Magnets ............. 9.95

Dynamos
and Electric Motors
How to Make and Run Them

––– by Paul N Hasluck –––
A gem from 100 years ago... these articles
from “Work” magazine describe how to build your own equipment. Includes info on Siemens, Gramme, Manchester and
Simplex dynamos, calculating the size and amount of wire
for small dynamos, ailments of dynamo-electric machines,
electric motors without castings, determining the rotation
direction of a motor, and more! Some motors and dynamos
are small table-top machines which would make great experimental projects. Well illustrated and detailed. (160pp)
260015 - Dynamos & Electric Motors............... 9.95
Spring Electromagnetic Spheres

––– by Larry Spring –––
Common Sense Physics is the result of 50+ years of experimentation with radio waves. Great manual for EE students!
250008 - Common Sense Physics.................. 24.95
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Secrets of Building Electrostatic
by

Walt Noon

Lightning BOLT
Generators

including high voltage test equipment,
experiments, motors, and more!
Great introductory book to the world
of electrostatics! After a brief intro,
Noon jumps right into simple experiments you can perform.
Written by a practical experimenter, all projects are easy to follow and educational. Each project builds on the last! Need a
science fair project...this book will make your day! ( 91pp)
260016-Lightning Bolt Generators ................ 9.95

HomeMade Lightning

Creative Experiments in Electricity
––– by R.A. Ford –––
The third edition is updated and includes
new information on electrostatic generators
and complete instructions for building various types, including Wimshurst and Van de Graaff generators. Throughout the
book, the author provides hard-to-find information on electrical anomalies, which represent the frontier of electrostatic
research. Covering theory, construction, and experiments,
this handbook includes experiments with electrohorticulture,
gravitation and electricity, cold light, and electric tornadoes-an excellent first book for beginners and a superb book for
accomplished experimenters. (perfect 275pp)
400001- HomeMade Lightning ....................... 24.95

Dangerous Electricity!
Articles from pre-1914 issues of...
Mechanics & Electricity Magazine
and Modern Electrics Magazine

reprinted by Lindsay Publications

Here is a major series of articles by Stanley Curtis revealing
details of a Tesla coil you could build having a secondary
18" high. Includes details on the coil, the condensors, power
transformers, various spark gaps, and all kinds of unusual
technology. Other articles cover the construction of a Tesla
coil with a secondary using a glass jar form, how to build
a hi-freq resonator, how to build an X-ray set, and a series
on building an induction coil with a 6" long spark... including details on insulating the wire, building the spark gap,
making a motor-driven mercury interrupter, and even building, a plunge battery with mercury, potassium bichromate,
and sulphuric acid. And you get a number of short articles
on high frequency electricity, building a mini-Tesla coil,
a small carbon-arc furnace, a coil winding jig, and a water rheostat. These are the rare classic original articles that
show you how to make everything from scratch. (64 pp)
260019- Dangerous Electricity ....................... 6.95

Basic Electricity

––– US Bureau of Naval Personnel –––

Originally a training course designed to make
a trainee competent with the essentials of basic electrical work in only four weeks, its the
best (and most practical) nontechnical coverage
on electricity that I have found. Topics include
batteries, circuits, conductors, AC and DC, inductance and capacitance, generators, motors, transformers, etc. (448pp)
390001- Basic Electricity ............................... 15.95

Basic Electronics

––– US Bureau of Naval Personnel –––

This clear, well-illustrated intro to electronic
equipment covers the safe use of electronic devices and basic test equipment, plus numerous
essential topics: electron tubes, semiconductors,
electronic power supplies, tuned circuits, an
introduction to amplifiers, receivers, ranging and navigation systems, an introduction to computers, antennas, AM/FM, and much
more. Well worth the effort to read! 560 illustrations. (567pp)
390002- Basic Electronics .............................. 18.95

Tools and Their Uses

––– US Bureau of Naval Personnel –––

Teaches names, general uses, and correct operation of all basic hand and power tools, fasteners,
and measuring devices you are likely to need.
Also, grinding, metal cutting, soldering and
more. A practical hands-on book for any workshop! (192 pp)
390003- Tools and Their Uses ........................ 12.95

Basic Machines
and How They Work

––– Naval Education –––
Only elementary math skills are needed to
follow this instructive manual, covering
many machines and their components, including levers, block and tackle, and the inclined plane and
wedge, in addition to hydrostatic and hydraulic machines,
internal combustion engines, trains, and more. (161 pp)
390004- Basic Machines .................................. 8.95

Construction and Home Repair
Techniques Simply Explained

Naval Education &Training Command
Superb US Navy guide to all aspects of home
repair and construction covers concrete and
masonry work, bricklaying, framing foundations and walls, plastering, painting, woodworking, and
more. Over 670 diagrams and illustrations help clarify easyto-follow instructions. Best guide for any home-building
job, from minor repairs to building from scratch.(608 pp)
390005- Construction/Repair Tech ................ 19.95
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Tesla Electromagnetics An Elementary Treatise
on Electricity
Theory Validated
Second Edition
by Eric P. Dollard
––– by James Clerk Maxwell –––

Theory of Wireless Power

This paper contains many essential formulae and supporting data necessary to understand the Transmission of Electrical Energy Without Wires. Discusses and diagrams the
Marconi Wireless station based at Bolinas, California, circa
1919. Unlike many erroneous modern theories of how Tesla achieved his goal, this paper is based on real hands-on
texperimental work with a Tesla Magnifying Transmitter.
Illustrated with charts & diagrams. 69pp, staples
370009-Theory of Wireless Power ................. 14.95

Dielectric & Magnetic
Discharges in Electrical Windings

Eric Dollard’s work on the relationship of the dielectric and
electromagnetic aspects of electricity is the most important
breakthrough in modern day electrical research providing
real avenues of research into Tesla’s secrets. Contains Electrical Oscillations In Antennae & Induction Coils by John
Miller, 1919, one of the few articles containing equations
useful to the design of Tesla Coils. 38pp, staples
370010-Dielectric & Magnetic Discharges .... 12.95

Condensed Intro To Tesla Transformers

An abstract of Tesla Transformers theory and construction
techniques written by one of the most brilliant modern day
researchers into High Frequency Electricity as pioneered by
Tesla and Steinmetz. Contains the article Capacity by Fritz
Lowenstein, assistant to Tesla in his research. 70pp, staples
370011-Intro to TeslaTransformers ............... 19.95

Symbolic Representation of
the Generalized Electric Wave

Extension of the theory of versor operators and imaginary
numbers to represent complex oscillating waves such as
those encountered in the researches of Tesla and everywhere
in Nature. Theory of Free Electricity produced by rotating
apparatus such as variable reluctance devices. Waves flowing backwards in time are explored. 86pp, staples
370012- Generalized Electric Wave ............... 19.95

Symbolic Representation
of Alternating Electric Waves

Introduction to the FOUR QUADRANT THEORY of Alternating Current which allows engineering of Tesla’s inventions. Provides a more complete understanding of the use
of versor operators (degrees of rotation), necessary to the
understanding of the rotating magnetic field. The process
of the production of electrical energy using the neglected
QUADRANTS OF GROWTH is brought about via the use
of these operators. 53pp, staples
370013- Alternating Electric Waves ............... 19.95
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This text describes experiments that demonstrate the principal facts relating an electric charge as a quantity capable of being
measured, deductions from these facts, and the exhibition
of electrical phenomena. It is supplemented by a selection
of articles from his landmark book, Electricity and Magnetism. 53 figures. 6 plates. 1888 edition. This is the unabridged republication of the second edition published by
The Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1888. (256 pp)
390013 - Maxwell Elementary Elect ............... 14.95

A Treatise on Electricity
and Magnetism
––– by James Clerk Maxwell –––

Here, in two volumes, is the final elaboration of Maxwell’'s
theory of electromagnetism. These equations occupy a central position in the modern view of the physical world ...
a magnificent summary of the fundamental advances in
electricity and magnetism, and later inspired the theories of
Lorentz on the electron and Einstein on relativity.
Volume I:
Part I, Electrostatics, describes electrostatic phenomena and develops a mathematical theory of electricity. Maxwell
discusses electrical work and energy in a
system of conductors, mechanical action
between two electrical systems, forms of
equipotential surfaces and lines of flow,
spherical harmonics, the theory of electric images, and other
topics. Part II, Electrokinematics, deals with electric current, conduction, resistance, electromotive force between
bodies, electrolysis, the mathematical theory of electric current distribution, and more. (552 pp. ISBN 0-486-60636-8)
390011 - Maxwell Elect & Mag Vol 1 ............. 18.95
Volume II:
Part III, Magnetism, develops the theory
of magnetism through the study of solenoids and shells, magnetic induction, methods of observation, and terrestrial magnetism. Part IV, Electromagnetism, covers
the mutual action of electric currents, the
equations of motion of a connected system, Maxwell's dynamical theory of electromagnetism, the
equations of the electromagnetic field, dimensions of electric units, parallel and circular currents, coils, and the electromagnetic theory of light (the foundation of the theory of
relativity). (532 pp. ISBN 0-486-60637-6)
390012 - Maxwell Elect & Mag Vol 2 .............. 22.95
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General Chemistry

––– by Linus Pauling –––
When it was first published, this firstyear chemistry text revolutionized the
teaching of chemistry by presenting it in
terms of unifying principles instead of as
a body of unrelated facts. Those principles included modern theories of atomic
and molecular structure, quantum mechanics, statistical
mechanics and thermodynamics. In addition, Dr. Paining
attempted to correlate the theories with descriptive chemistry, the observed properties of substances, to introduce the
student to the multitude of chemical substances and their
properties.
The principles of quantum mechanics are discussed on the
basis of the de Broglie wavelength of the electron. Statistical mechanics are introduced before thermodynamics, and
the discussion of thermodynamics is based on it. This arrangement reflects the author's belief that beginning students can better understand statistical mechanics than they
can chemical thermodynamics.
Aimed at freshman college students planning to major in
chemistry or related fields, the book is written in a logical.
clear and understandable style. Is addition, mane excellent
figures are included, along with numerous problems and 75
pages of appendixes covering such topics as symmetry of
molecules and crystals, hybrid bond orbitals, and magnetic
properties of substances. (992 pp)
390009 - General Chemistry ........................... 19.95

Chemical Magic
––– by Leonard A. Ford –––
Classic guide provides intriguing entertainment for readers while elucidating
sound scientific principles. More than 100
unusual stunts demonstrate cold fire, dust
explosions, a nylon rope trick, a disappearing beaker, a glass dissolving in water, and much more.
Step-by-step instructions stress safety precautions. Second
edition revised by E. Winston Grundmeier (128 pp)
390008 - Chemical Magic ................................. 6.95

Alchemy
––– by E. J. Holmyard

–––

This classic study by noted scholar ranges
over 2,000 years of alchemy. Topics covered include ancient Greek and Chinese
alchemy, alchemical apparatus, Islamic
and early Western alchemy; signs, symbols, and secret terms; Paracelsus, English and Scottish
alchemists, and more. Erudite coverage of philosophical,
religious, mystical overtones; replacement of alchemy by
scientific method, more. Illustrated. (320 pp)
390010 - Alchemy ........................................... 13.95

The Philosophers’ Stone
Alchemy and the
Secret Research for Exotic Matter

––– by Joseph P. Farrell –––
Connections of modern physics and ancient
alchemy are demnstrated by investigating
monatomic gold, the work of Russian astrophysicist Nikolai Kozyrev, and the fuel for the mysterious
Nazi "Bell" device, Serum 525. Farrell's previous books
investigated the scientific and astronomical implications
of ancient monuments and the secret space operations of
the Nazis who were brought into NASA to continue their
highly classified research as a result of "Operation Paperclip." Includes information on David Hudson's Monatomic
Gold, the Soviet Red Mercury Legend, Torsion Physics,
and Isotope Enrichment, plus tons more! (337 pp)
220055 - The Philosopher’s Stone ................. 17.95

The Pirotechnia

of Vannoccio Biringuccio:

The Classic Sixteenth-Century
Treatise on Metals and Metallurgy
–– by Vannoccio Biringuccio ––
Vannoccio Biringuccio, a metallurgist
and armament maker from Siena (Itay),
wrote history’s first clear, comprehensive work on metallurgy. First published in 1540, shortly after Biringuccio’s
death, The Pirotechnia is a lavishly illustrated volume that
describes in detail the equipment and processes of 16th-century mining, smelting and metalworking. For centuries, this
famous work has been a standard reference in the field of
metals and metallurgy. Especially valuable today as a vital
source of information on the state of technology in the 15th
and 16th centuries, the book first addresses the principal
ores (gold, silver, copper, lead, tin and iron) and the making
of steel and brass. It then introduces semi-minerals, from
quicksilver and sulphur to manganese and rock crystal, and
describes the assaying and preparing of ores for smelting,
Other topics include alloying, the art of casting, methods of
melting metals, and the making of fireworks. (512pp)
390006 - The Pirotechnoia .............................. 80.00

De Re Metallica

––– by Georgius Agricola –––
Reprint of the 1912 translation by
Herbert Clark Hoover & Lou Henry Hoover

One of the most important scientific classics of all time, this 1556 AD work on
mining was the first based on field research and observation
and the methods of modern science. For over 200 years, this
was the only authoritative work on mining and metallurgy.
390007 - De Re Metallica ................................ 32.95
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Advanced Automotive Technology
Auto Engine GEET Plans

–– by Paul Pantone ––
WARNING: ALL GEET Plans are considered experimental! No guarantees are
made as to their accuracy or feasibility!
This retrofitted Suburban was driven 3 times across the US!

High gas prices and pollution levels are a modern plague... and
GEET is the solution. Engines running on GEET technology
have consistently shown tremendous reductions in emissions.
Early efforts for this ground-breaking technology centered
on small engines. Now, plans are available for automobiles.
Purchase your set of GEET Fuel Processor plans and build
a GEET for your automobile engine. Replacing a catalytic
converter or some expensive air pollution control device?
Now is an excellent time to consider installing a GEET device.
Plans include a license to build and install one device (GEET
is a patent-protected technology). These Official GEET Fuel
Processor Plans are for personal use only!
750002- GEET Single Auto Plans ................ 250.00

Small Engine
GEET Plans
Up to 20 Horsepower

This lawnmower was retrofitted with GEET device built from the plans.

Purchase your own set of GEET Fuel Processor plans and
build your own GEETs for small generators and lawn mowers
to operate on a variety of fuels. Initially, use conventional
fuels, such as gasoline, diesel, kerosene.. as you gain experience, get creative by using used engine oil, transmission fluid,
crude oil, and other exotic mixtures. You will see increases
in the efficiencies of conventional fuels 2 to 3 times and a
reduction in pollution in the range of 90 to 97%. This
GEET device is the easiest to build. Operational, you have
a simple device to explore plasma physics, or use in a more
down to earth application... like a lawnmower!!! See for
yourself the tremendous reduction in pollutants!
750001- GEET Small Engine Plans ............... 75.00

ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference

Deluxe GEET Plans

––– by Paul Pantone –––
GEET technology is the independent homeowners dream come true. Through the
use of GEET technology, a lot of waste
materials become valuable fuel... even
the lowly septic tank becomes a fuel
source! This means significant savings
over conventional technology.
For gas engines using gasoline as the primary fuel, you will be able to use "junk"
fuels in conjunction to stretch out fuel
supplies. However, heat is one of the main elements in the
GEET reaction process and until the reactor is warmed up,
the engine is running on whatever fuel you feed it. You must
start the engine on something that it will run on, like gasoline, propane, or even GEET Gas from a previous run (storage tank and pump setup). Once warmed up, you can switch
over to the junk (alternate) fuel.
Small engines can be retrofit for as little as $20 to $30 ... automobiles for as little as $75. Depending on your tools, skill
level, and how much you need to farm out, small engines
average $50 to $75, and autos average $200 to $1,000.
The Deluxe GEET Plans shows how to make GEET Gas
to run an entire home... heating, refrigeration, stoves, and
power. It includes license to to retrofit TEN cars, the GEET
Furnace Plans, the GEET Tulare DVDs, and Paul’s presentations at the 2009 ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference
(3 DVD set)! Convert your homestead to GEET today...
750005- GEET Deluxe Plans ......................... 950.00

1999 Tulare GEET
Conference DVDs!

Best Buy ...

Get all 3 DVDs for only $75.00!

The fall of 1999 was marked by the little known GEET
Conference held in Tulare, CA! Excellent source material
by GEET researchers like Mike Holler and Chris Robinson
Paul Pantone’s First Presentation since 2005 among others present material that supplements information
released by Paul Pantone at the 1998 and 1999 Exotic RePaul Pantone, inventor of GEET, discusses and demonstrates search Conferences in Mesa, AZ! The GEET Breakthrough
the basics of GEET plasma technology! The first working Technology DVD is a good introductory video on efforts to reprototype was developed long before the technical analysis fine GEET devices including the closed loop lawnmower!
was attempted. Since then Paul has discovered at least 70
simultaneous phenomenon are not found in orthodox physics 750010- GEET Breakthrough Tech ................ 29.95
books, since they are a combination of events unleashed by 750011- GEET Automotive Tech ................... 29.95
750012- GEET Small Engine Tech ................ 29.95
the GEET protocol. (3DVD set of lecture and workshop)

GEET Presentation DVD Set

750015- GEET ET Conference DVD Set ........ 75.00
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750014 - GEET Tulare Set (3-DVDs) ............... 75.00
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The Original All-In-One Formula

Synthetic Lubricant
Concentrate
Liquid Ring brings back power and performance to a worn,
weak engine while reducing emissions at the source. Its
innovative Lube-Logic multi-action formula senses and
adapts to your engine’s performance needs for high or low
mileage engines. First, the formula builds up compression
and stops smoking that occurs due to worn engine parts
such as pistons piston rings, and cylinder walls. Then, its
protective coating becomes bonded and does not drain back
into the oil pan when the engine is off. (Liquid Ring does
not contain Dupont teﬂon.)
Easy to apply, Liquid Ring can be used as strictly an occasional engine overhaul treatment or for smog reduction.
When used as a smog reducer (preferred method), one will
constantly reap overhaul treatment beneﬁts. As long as Liquid
Ring is in the engine, the catalyst will help reduce smog.
990002 - Liquid Ring (1qt) ............................. 49.95

FLUID RX

The “One Drop Oil Test!
Fluid Rx Instant Lubricant Test is a
patented ﬂuid test that measures the amount
of sludge in a lubricant or oil. Fluid Rx
testing provides simple and accurate veriﬁcation that a ﬂuid
should be changed! Simply place a drop of the sample ﬂuid
or lubricant on the Fluid Rx tester (ﬁlter paper) then compare
the ﬁndings to the Fluid Rx ISO analysis chart. In seconds
Fluid Rx provides an analysis of the sample.
The kit can test six types of ﬂuid/lubricants:
• Crankcase Motor Oil • Brake Fluid
• Power Steering Fluid • Transfer Case Gear Oil
•Transmission Fluid • Differential Gear Oil
As ﬂuid test specimens percolate through the unique Fluid Rx
ﬁlter paper, bands and/or zones of different colors, densities,
even unwanted wear metals and debris form a chromatogram.
Changes in the appearance of the zones or bands are a clear
indication that something in the lubricant has changed. A
closer look at the zones, their unique formation, and the
debris ﬁelds contained therein reveal high particle counts
that can be correlated to ISO Code.Fluid Rx chromatograms
provide a measure of sludge and dispersant properties that is
correlated to laboratory analysis: New/Good, Change, Bad.
Simply compare the Fluid Rx chromatogram to the Fluid Rx
ISO analysis chart.
Each kit contains instructions, ISO comparison charts for the
six ﬂuids, and materials for six tests of each ﬂuid. Additional
sheets of Motor Oil Test Pads are available. Each sheet is
good for 6 tests.
990010 - Fluid RX Personal Test Kit .................. 9.95
990011 - Add’l Motor Oil Test Sheet .................. 3.00

Charles 803
Still Plans
This is an alcohol fuel still,
not a whisky still. It is designed for making 20 litres/
hour (5 gal/hr) of fuel grade
alcohol. It costs about $600
and a couple weekends to
build it properly. People interested in energy self-sufﬁciency will ﬁnd making alcohol
a fun and a worthwhile thing to learn. You can turn thrownaway food into fuel. Plans include CD-Rom PDF ﬁle which
contains ATF application form, 40 pages clear and detailed
instructions, step by step photos and diagrams, plus the
hardcopy of blueprints for the Charles 803 Still which Robert
Warren perfected with over 25 years of experience.
530001-Charles 803 Still Plans ...................... 30.00

SECRET
Super High
Mileage Report
by J. Bruce McBurney

What oil companies and governments don’t want you to
know! If you want clean air, ﬁnd out the real answers. Chemistry and science explain what many thought was a myth and
original inventors did not understand — how oil company additives kill these inventions. Inventors like Pogue, Covey, and
Tom Ogle developed legendary super carburetors! This book
shows you that 100 miles per gallon carburetors existed and
reveals why they failed after a brief foray in the marketplace.
Plans, specs, history and testimony for Burney’s super carb
are in this book! Drawings and information from Burney’s
patent are included as well as the story behind it!
320022 - Super Mileage Report ...................... 19.95

Secrets of Lead-Acid Batteries

––– by TJ Lindsay –––
The common ol’ lead-acid cell represents the
cheapest, quickest way to alternative energy
systems. This easy to read book explains:
• Battery chemistry and why it works.
• Speciﬁc gravity and how to measure charge
• High and low temperatures performance
• Various ways to charge batteries
• Gassing, cell equalization and more.
• Connecting batteries to get more energy
• Treatments may restore old battery’s
You get sample calculations, techniques, problems to watch,
and more. This is absolutely essential knowledge you need
to make your batteries work properly. It’s amazing how little
anyone knows about common lead-acid batteries!
260006 - Lead Acid Batteries ........................... 4.95
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Anti-Gravity & Other Research
Tesla, UFOs, and Classified
Aerospace Technology

Secrets of
Antigravity Propulsion
by Paul A. LaViolette, PhD

Learn the secret history of antigravity experimentation
-- from Nikola Tesla and T. Townsend Brown to the B-2
Bomber. The existence of advanced gravity-control technologies, under secret military development for decades is
revealed. Included among the secret highlighted projects
is Project Skyvault’s attempt to develop an aerospace propulsion system using intense beams of microwave energy
similar to that used by the strange crafts seen flying over
Area 51.
Using subquantum kinetics (the science behind antigravity
technology) -- LaViolette reviews numerous field-propulsion devices and technologies that have thrust-to-power
ratios thousands of times greater than that of a jet engine
and whose effects are not explained by conventional physics and relativity theory. Controversial evidence about the
NASA cover-up in adopting these advanced technologies,
Russian research to duplicate Searl’s levitating disc and the
Podkletnov gravity beam experiment are covered.
300003- Secrets of Antigravity ....................... 24.00

The Hunt for Zero Point

Inside the Classified World
of Antigravity Technology
Written by Nick Cook

This riveting work of investigative reporting
and history exposes classified government
projects to build gravity-defying aircraft–
which have an uncanny resemblance to flying saucers. The
atomic bomb was not the only project to occupy government
scientists in the 1940s. Antigravity technology, spearheaded
by scientists in Nazi Germany, was a high priority that still
may be in effect today. Now for the first time, a reporter with
an unprecedented access to key sources in the intelligence
and military communities reveals suppressed evidence that
tells the story of a quest for a discovery as powerful as the
A-bomb. Cook explores scientific speculation that a "zero
point" of gravity exists in the universe and can be replicated
here on Earth. The pressure to be the first to harness gravity
is immense, as it means having the ability to build military
planes of unlimited speed and range, with the most deadly
weaponry the world has ever seen. This is the heart of the
twentieth century's most puzzling unexplained phenomena.
510010- Hunt for Zero Point ........................... 14.95
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Electrogravitics
Systems
Reports on a New
Propulsion Methodology
by Thomas Valone, MA, PE
Electrogravitation is a comparatively
recent and unpublished development. This work contains
the secret history and technology of B-2 Stealth Bomber
revealing how it can fly with zero fuel consumption. Early
T.T. Brown experiments, LaViolette’s report on the US
AntiGravity Squadron, Hoffman’s report on Negative Mass
as a Source of Energy, and a collection of electrostatics/
electrogravitics patents included. Electrogravitics is not a
dead end. It is an excellent opportunity to catch up on the
progress made in this futuristic mode of flight... and free
energy... a MUST for antigravity researchers! (126 pgs)
320019- Electrogravitics ................................ 15.00

Electrogravitics II

Validating Reports on a New
Propulsion Methodology
by Thomas Valone, MA, PE
The scientific validation of a science that
connects gravity to electricity faces an
uphill, skeptical battle. This publication
confronts the skeptics directly with articles by the Army
Research Lab and Honda Corporation on their experiments
and theory of how electrogravitics work, besides patents by
NASA and others. The discovery of a classical “electrokinetic
field” equation that predicts how and why pulsed electro-gravitics will work is introduced. The T.T. Brown experiments
which led to the “Biefeld-Brown Effect” actually comprise
electrogravitics and electrokinetics.
320025- Electrogravitics II ............................. 15.00

Ether Technology

A Rational Approach to Gravity Control

by Rho Sigma
Few scientists know the basic principles
of electrogravitation. To understand it, one
must expand electromagnetics’ principles in
order to grasp theory of electrogravitation—a new field of
science which does not obey the known principles of electromagnetism. A rocket scientist explains how technology
already exists to control gravity and takes us through the
world of ether-vortex turbines, TT Brown, Searl discs, electric
wind, German anti-gravity research, and more. (108 pp)
260003- Ether Technology ............................. 12.95
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Man-Made UFOs
1944-1994

50 Years of Suppression
by Renato Vesco & David Childress
A comprehensive and in-depth look at the
“flying saucer technology” of Nazi Germany
and the genesis of early man-made UFOs from the captured
German scientists through secret communities in South
America to today’s “Dreamland” flying machines. Packed
with illustrations, this book exposes the Government UFO
Conspiracy and explains with technical diagrams the technology involved including secret underground airfields/factories;
German secret weapons; suction aircraft; NASA origins; and
Marconi’s secret South American aircraft factory. Required
reading for researchers in technology suppression, UFOs,
antigravity, free energy, and WWII!(pft; 404 pgs)
220032 - ManMade UFOs ............................... 22.95

Hitlers Flying Saucers
A Guide to German Flying Discs
of the Second World War
––– by Henry Stevens –––

The Schriever-Habermohl project, the Le-duc
engine, Miethes saucer designs and the German origin of foo fighters are discussed. Testimony and US government reports reveal the existence German field propulsion saucers. Details of Schappeller’s and Schauberger’s work as well as
their ideas figure in the quest to build field propulsion flying discs.
Find out what happened to this technology after the war!
220047 -Hitler’s Flying Saucers ..................... 18.95

American
AntiGravity

Produced by Tim Ventura

American Antigravity is the world’s foremost resource for
antigravity and field-effect propulsion technology news and
info. Over 700Mbytes of feature articles, video clips working
devices in action, and interviews populate this CD!
Searl, Hutchison, LaViollete, Murad — some of the biggest
names in antigravity research, and we’ve included over 50
groundbreaking interviews. This collection of inventors,
scientists, and engineers are true celebrities in the AG community, and once you’ve heard what they have to say you’ll
understand why. Interviews are included in Windows Media
Audio format, normally about 1/2 to 1 hour in length
This is backed up by written material as well. We find the
newest advances in Lifter and related technologies, and present them in an easy-to-understand format designed to allow
easy replication. Get your copy today!
340020-American Antigravity CD................... 29.95

UNDERGROUND
Bases &Tunnels

What is the government trying to hide?
by Richard Sauder PhD
Working from public documents and corporate records, this book digs below the surface of the
governments super-secret underground! Discover how
corporate America worked with the Pentagon for decades
—dreaming about, planning, and actually constructing secret
underground bases. Includes info on base locations, tunneling
technology, various military designs for underground bases,
nuclear testing & underground bases. New revelations indicate development of bizarre, high-tech gadgets like portable,
hand-held surgical lasers and injectable electronic IDs as
small as a grain of rice! (201 pp)
220034- Underground Bases ......................... 15.95

Underwater and
Underground Bases

Surprising Facts the Government
Does Not Want You to Know
by Richard Sauder PhD

Sauder lays out the amazing evidence and paper trail for the
construction of huge, manned bases offshore, in mid-ocean,
and deep beneath the sea floor––bases big enough to secretly
dock submarines! Official US Navy documents, and other
hard evidence, raise many questions about what really lies
20,000 leagues beneath the sea. Sauder also adds to his
database of underground bases onshore. New, breakthrough
material reveals the existence of additional clandestine underground facilities as well as the surprising location of one
of the CIA ís own underground bases. Plus, new information
on tunneling and cutting-edge, high speed rail magneticlevitation (MagLev) technology. Can this be true?
220042- Underwater Bases ............................ 16.95

Anti-Gravity Handbook
Third Edition

Compiled by David H. Childress
The book that blew minds and had engineers
using their calculators is back in print in a
new expanded compilation of material on antigravity, Free Energy, Flying Saucer propulsion, UFOs, Suppressed Technology, NASA Coverups, Nikola Tesla on how
anti-gravity airships could draw power from the atmosphere,
and more. Highly illustrated with patents, technical illustrations, photos and more material, including photos of Area 51,
Nevada, the governments’ secret testing facility, Australian
Secret Facilities, plus a rare reprint of “Space, Gravity & the
Flying Saucer” by Leonard D. Cramp. (256pp)
220057- Antigravity Handbook ...................... 16.95
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Gravitational
Manipulation
of Domed Craft
by Paul Potter
A new field of scientific research based on
analysis of artifacts retrieved from crashed and damaged
UFOs is introduced. Scientific principles behind UFO propulsion dynamics known and recognized by today’s physicists are revealed. Potter’s analyses of these UFO mechanisms are substantiated with references to a broad array
of over 300 papers published in scientific journals! Potter
correlates many of the phenomena observed firsthand and
pinpoints the common themes reported, categorizing them
according to known physical principles. Well illustrated,
this book includes a 16-page color insert. (624 pp)
220052 - Gravitational ... of Domed Craft ..... 24.00

Anti-Gravity
and the World Grid
Compiled by David H. Childress

Is the earth surrounded by an intricate
electromagnetic grid network offering free
energy? This compilation of material on
ley lines and world power points contains chapters on the
geography, mathematics, and light harmonics of the earth
grid. Learn the purpose of ley lines and ancient megalithic
structures located on the grid. Discover how the grid made the
Philadelphia Experiment possible. Explore the Coral Castle
and many other mysteries, including acoustic levitation, Tesla Shields and scalar wave weaponry. Browse anti-gravity
patents, and research resources. (274 pp)
220040- Antigravity/World Grid ...................... 19.95

SS Brotherhood of the Bell

The Nazis’ Incredible Secret Technology
––– by Joseph P. Farrell –––
In 1945, a mysterious Nazi secret weapons project code-named “The Bell” left its underground
bunker in lower Silesia, along with project documentation, and a four-star SS general Hans Kammler. Taken
aboard a massive six-engine Junkers 390 ultra-long range
aircraft, “The Bell,” Kammler, and all project records disappeared completely. It is thought to have flown to America
or Argentina. As a prelude to this disappearing act, the SS
murdered most scientists and technicians involved with this
secret weapon that according to one German Nobel prizewinning physicist, was classified as “decisive for the war,” a
security classification higher than any other secret weapons
project in the Third Reich, including its atomic bomb. Learn
what “The Bell” was and the new physics that might have
been discovered with it. How far did the Nazis go after the
war to protect the advanced energy technology? (456 pp)
220045-Brotherhood of Bell ........................... 16.95
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Physics of
Electric Propulsion
by Robert G. Jahn

Geared toward advanced undergraduates
and graduate students, this text systematically develops the concepts of electrical
acceleration of gases for propulsion. Starting with primary physical principles and concluding with
realistic space thruster designs, it surveys aspects of electricity, magnetism, and ionized gas mechanics underlying
physical mechanisms of gas acceleration. (368 pp)
390020 - Physics of Electric Propulsion ........19.95

Secrets of
the Unified Field

The Philadelphia Experiment,
the Nazi Bell and the Discarded Theory

––– by Joseph P. Farrell –––
In this long-awaited sequel to THE SS
BROTHERHOOD OF THE BELL, alternative history and science researcher Joseph P. Farrell examines what the two biggest secret projects of World War II
had in common. Rejecting the nonsense that has become associated with both projects, and documenting his case solely
from scientific sources, newly discovered declassified War
Department documents, and eyewitness testimonies, Farrell
maintains that both projects originated in careful consideration of Einstein's celebrated and now discarded Unified
Field Theory. American and German wartime scientists and
engineers determined that, while the theory was incomplete,
it could nevertheless be engineered. (340pp)
220054-Secret of the Unified Field ................ 18.95

Flying Saucers & Science
A Scientist Investigates
the Mysteries of UFOs

––– by Stanton T. Friedman MSc –––
A nuclear physicist, Stanton Friedman has
distilled more than 40 years of research on
UFOs, and shares his work on a wide variety of classified
advanced nuclear and space systems. He answers physics questions in plain English, and establishes that travel
to nearby stars is within reach without violating the laws
of physics. Photographs of little known, far-out advanced
propulsion systems, on some of which he worked, are included. He clearly shows that government policy on this
subject has been to provide false, misleading claims and
disinformation, and establishes that the subject truly represents a Cosmic Watergate. Iintriguing data from a number
of large-scale scientific UFO studies that almost no one has
discussed in detail is presented. Friedman unveils the SETI
program, the saucer conundrum and lots more! (317 pp)
220056-FlyingSaucers and Science .............. 16.99
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Holes in Heaven?

A Documentary Video on HAARP
Holes in Heaven is an investigation into the
US government’s High Frequency Active
Auroral Research Program (HAARP), an
experiment being conducted by our government. Top scientists are concerned about the
potentially drastic effects on Earth. Pro and con interviews
with scientists, government officials, and researchers are
featured. It demonstrates we are all interconnected as electromagnetic beings. Martin Sheen narrates. (53 min• DVD)
310025- Holes in Heaven?(DVD) .................. 34.95

Angels Don’t Play This HAARP
Advances in Tesla Technology
by Nick Begich & Jeane Manning

Environmental Warfare? The US DoD has
a “Star Wars” weapon being tested in the
remote bush country of Alaska. This weapon
system (HAARP) manipulates the environment in a way which can:
• Disrupt human mental processes...
• Jam all global communication systems...
• Change weather patterns in large areas..
• Interfere with wildlife migration patterns...
• Negatively affect your health... 		
HAARP is so controversial, the Navy actively promotes its
positive aspect! This book is the portion the Navy refuses to
reveal or publicly acknowledge! (224pp)
310024 - Angels Don’t Play HAARP .............. 14.95

HAARP

Ultimate Weapon of the Conspiracy
by Jerry E. Smith

The HAARP project in Alaska is one of the
most controversial projects ever undertaken by
the US Government. Here is the history of HAARP and an
explanation on how it can be used as a weapon. The covert
military project and its web of conspiracies reveals a trail of
evidence into ever deeper and scarier conspiracy theories. Is
HAARP the most dangerous device ever created? (269pp)
220002- HAARP: Ultimate Weapon ............... 14.95

HAARP Resource Guide
(1995 Edition)

compiled by Steven Elswick
The first book on HAARP, it has it all... from
historical perspectives to technical theoretical explanation on how this secret device works! Source
documents, patents, articles, and more!!! (99 pp, GBC)
290004- 1995 HAARP Resource ..................... 19.95

Cold War Technology
Project HAARP and Beyond
by Gerry Vassilatos
This complete technical history of
military projects rooted in Tesla Technology, shows the development of every
relevant project preceding and exceeding
HAARP... . This incredible book tells it all...
• Tesla technology research & development...
• Auroral energy research...
• Ray beam weapon technology...
• Ionospheric disruption experiments...
• EMP... a strange and deadly technology...
• Space tech vs earth based radio systems...
• HAARP and Project Sanguine!
Complete with citations, this book will change your view of
world events and electromagnetic (radio) technology....
220037-Secret Cold War (GBC) .................... $29.95

Declassified Patents
of the Cold War and SDI
compiled by Gerry Vassilatos
The companion reference to Secrets of Cold War Technology, contains ALL of the relevant patents cited in the previous work, and more! Includes information on previously
unrecognized weaponry and communication systems presently in place. Over 600 pages of patents and commentary
spiral bound for ease of study. MUST have book for anyone
researching Tesla or building space energy receivers (free
energy devices). (GBC)
370001- Patents of Cold War Tech ................ 65.00

Weather Warfare

The Military’s Plan
to Draft Mother Nature
––– by Jerry E. Smith –––
This follow-up to Haarp: The Ultimate
Weapon covers the 130-year history of
military, scientific and commercial efforts
at controlling Mother Nature. The furor over cloud seeding
above the Ho Chi Min Trail during the Viet Nam War lead
to a 1978 UN treaty banning the use of all environmental
processes (weather, earthquakes, tidal waves, etc.) as weapons of war. After signing that treaty US research allocations
dropped from $140 million a year to zero - did Uncle Sam
really abandon this research, or did the whole program go
"black"? Smith also cover "chemtrails" focusing on "geoengineering" - a scheme to use particles intentionally released
into the upper atmosphere to mitigate global warming. All
this and much more! (402 pp)
220046- Weather Warfare ............................... 18.95
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Earth Rising
The Revolution

Toward a Thousand Years of Peace
–– by Nick Begich & Jim Roderick ––
This expose on technological advances is
supported with extensive documentation from governmental,
academic, and major media reports. Mind control and the
manipulation of human health through drugs, electromagnetic weapons, and other means is just the tip of the iceberg!
Non-lethal weapons, weather control, Big Brother social
engineering, HAARP, and militarization of law enforcement
threaten freedom. Each problem holds greater possibilities
for solutions redeeming the human spirit! (304 pp)
591000- Earth Rising ....................................... 17.95

Earth Rising II

The Betrayal of Science,
Society and the Soul

– by Nick Begich and Jim Roderick –
Over 300 referenced sources highlight new
technologies with devastating implications for privacy, security and democracy. Highlights include:
• Underwater Sonars/Possible Death of the Seas
• Energy in the Air: Implications of Cell Phones
• Dataveillance, Security, Privacy & End of Road
• Information Overload/Impacts of Technology
• Implantable Chips and the New Economy.
This generation will determine the direction of our technology as either our master or our servant. This challenges us to
seek a better direction for the people of the planet!
591002- Earth Rising II ................................... 17.95

Etheric Weather
Engineering
On the High Seas
A Video with Trevor J Constable
The revolutionary weather control of
Tomorrow is demonstrated as Trevor
takes you with him on shipboard to that mighty laboratory
of maritime Nature, the North Pacific Ocean. Using simple
geometric instruments, with no radiation or chemicals,
Constable objectively demonstrates that the ether is indeed
an incredibly subtle yet tremendously powerful PHYSICAL
FORCE. Before your eyes, the ether undergoes a spectacular
resurrection. Deluges descend in response to the pioneer’s
application of the ether’s laws. Time lapse videos provides
visible, compelling proof of this reality, the master key to
controlling and engineering the weather, and therefore ultimately, CLIMATE. Includes documentation of US government weather maps and shipboard radar.
370007-Weather Engineering ......................... 39.95
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Hitlers Suppressed
& Still-Secret Weapons
Science & Technology

––– by Henry Stevens –––
Now we know what spooked the Allies in the closing months of the war and why they were in such a panic to win
quickly. The Allies assembled intelligence reports of supermetals,
electric guns, and ray weapons able to stop the engines of Allied
aircraft in addition to their worst fears of x-ray and laser weaponry. Then there were the reports of structured bombs of nipolit,
N-stoff bombs, cold bombs, oxygen bombs which destroyed all
life, atomic bombs and rumors of the mysterious molecular bomb.
This book documents very large mystery rockets under development in Germany, far beyond the V-2. Very exotic technologies are
discussed including refining crude oil with sound waves, gasoline
for 11 cents/gallon, penicillin substitutes, experiments in time, sustained fusion reactions, zero point energy and deep space travel.
220049-Hitler Suppress Wpns ........................19.95

THE COSMIC WAR

Interplanetary Warfare,
Modern Physics, and Ancient Texts
––– by Joseph P. Farrell, PhD –––
The asteroid belt may be remains of an exploded planet and
known planets are scarred from incredible impacts, and teeter in their orbits due to inadequately explained causes until
now! Physicist Joseph Farrell incorporates extraterrestrial
artifacts, cutting-edge contemporary physics, and texts of
ancient myths into a radical new argument, that an ancient
interplanetary war was fought in our own solar system with
weapons of extraordinary power and sophistication. In doing so, he discloses a cause of that war, as well as the means
by which it was waged, and reveals the real nature of the secret technology behind the ancient “Tablets of Destinies.”
220050 -The Cosmic War ................................ 18.95

Mind control

The Ultimate Conquest

compiled by Steven Elswick

Shades of Conspiracy Theory....
Even as you read this, there is an unseen
battle being waged around you... the battle
for your mind! In WWII, Nazis researched mind control.
Later, Allen Dulles had the CIA look into Chinese brainwashing techniques. From Bluebird to MK-Ultra, tremendous
strides were made in the ability to usurp or disrupt people’s
minds over the past 40 years! Electronic mind control is not
far-fetched! In Sweden, they implant transmitters in people’s
brains! Learn the truth! Time is short... this is our last chance
to control our thoughts! (99pp, GBC)
290007 - Mind Control/Conquest ................... 19.95
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Energy Medicine, Health Products, and other
Alternative Biological Research & Development
Magnetic Healing
The MAGNETIC EFFECT

– by Albert Davis & Walter Rawls –

The study of magnetism promises great applications in
natural health and medicine. They include pain control and
the arrest, management, and development of immunity to
numerous afflictions which plague mankind— including
cancer. This book details experiments using the poles of
magnets to influence biological systems. The experiments
are easily reproduced — the implications are profound! Get
your copy today! (Perfect;128pp)
430011 - The Magnetic Effect ......................... 15.00

Magnetism and Its Effects
On The Living System

– by Albert Davis & Walter Rawls –
This book is the result of years of investigations into the laws of magnetism. It’s the first
book ever written explaining how magnetism
affects your life and the life of all living systems around you.
YOU can reproduce the biomagnetic experiments outlined
in the book. Includes special info on sex, aging, cancers,
tumors, etc. Information in this book is reproducible and
factual. Illustrated. (152pp)
430013 - Magnetism & Effects ....................... 15.00

Cross Currents

The Perils of Electropollution
The Promise of Electromedicine
––– by Robert O. Becker, MD –––
Cross Currents describes the meeting
of two opposing trends: the rapid rise of
electro-medicine, which promises to unlock the secrets of healing, and the parallel rise of electropollution which poses a pressing environmental danger.
The first is a story of hope and possibility, the second a cry
of alarm. Together, they reveal a link between human health
and our environment. The concept of "life energy" is traced
to its roots in Western history, showing how early medicine
became Scientific Medicine and then Technological Medicine with life reduced to chemistry and humans to machines!
Dr. Becker recounts the development of EnergyMedicine
and its promise. Electromagnetism's dark side is explored
with a chapter devoted to individual countermeasures that
will help reduce the effects of electropollution. (336 pp)
500005 - Cross Currents .................................17.95

Advanced Techniques for
the Application of Magnetic Forces

––– by Burl Payne, PhD –––
Discover the positive benefits of magnetism for improving your health and well
being, both physical and mental.
Burl Payne, a well-known researcher in magnetism, reveals
some of the ailments that can be treated with magnets in this
easy to understand book. It examines how magnets work
to heal the body with an emphasis on proper polarization,
placement and exposure time of magnets. Finally the latest
magnetic health products and their sources are examined.
Perhaps most importantly, the author goes beyond examining
magnetism’s fundamental nature as well as its effects! This
book is a MUST for any health library! (218pp)
594000- Magnetic Healing .............................. 15.95

The Body Electric

Electromagnetism
and the Foundation of Life

–– by R. O. Becker & Gary Selden –
Body Electric tells the fascinating story of
our bioelectric selves. Dr. Becker, a pioneer in regeneration, challenges the established mechanistic understanding of the body. Clues to the healing process
were contained in the discarded 18th century vitalist theories based on the premise that electricity is vital to life.
Despite the hope and promise of Becker's work—the possibility of regenerating human limbs and organs has raised the
hackles of establishment physicians. As his understanding
of electrical forces led him to alert the public to the possible
effects of these forces on the environment, the establishment erected a much even higher wall of resistance.He also
explores new pathways for the understanding of evolution,
acupuncture, psychic phenomena, and cancer. (352 pp)
500004 - Body Electric .................................... 14.99

Magnet Therapy
Alternative Medicine

by W Philpott, D Kalita & B Goldburg
Magnetic energy can play a vital role in
recovery from pain and other chronic problems. Learn magnets can heal, diagnose,
and reverse 35 major health conditions with
this self help guide from the nation’s leading magnet experts.
This manual includes an A to Z of health conditions that can
be improved with the use of magnet therapy, ( 245 pp)
430020 - Magnet Therapy: Alt Medicine ........ 16.95
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Three Classics by
Philip S. Callahan
His concepts may be hard to believe,
but the scientific findings are irrefutable.

Ancient Mysteries, Modern Visions

This long-out-of-print book details Phil’s initial discovery
of the role and power of paramagnetic rocks in agriculture.
By studying the lives, rituals, and agriculture of ancient
peoples, he has assembled a first-rate scientific explanation
of previously misunderstood ancient practices. Learn how
Egyptian priests levitated people, why rocks and soil were
brought from one side of the Nile to the other, and how plants
act as antennae. Fascinating reading for anyone interested in
the miracles of nature and agriculture.
430017 - Ancient Mystery .............................. 16.00

–– Exploring the Spectrum ––

Any naturalist — amateur or professional — must have a
“down to earth” understanding of the electromagnetic spectrum. The entire spectrum is covered in this book, everything
from the short radioactive waves used to sterilize male screw
flies so the female lays sterile eggs; to the long-wave radio
frequencies that penetrate the soil, control and enhance
root growth and the immune system of plants and animals.
Explains not only the visible-light spectrum, but also the
invisible high-energy nuclear and low-energy infrared and
radio portions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
430018 - Explore Spectrum ............................ 16.00

–––– Tuning in to Nature ––––
At last, Philip Callahan’s pioneering work Tuning in to Nature reveals the miraculous communication systems present
in nature. Learn how plants and insects communicate through
emissions in the infrared frequency range and why poisonous
pesticides do not solve the real problems facing agriculture.
Phil uncovers why certain insects are attracted only to certain
plants, the role of pheromones work in nature, and how plants
under stress literally signal insects to come devour them.
Available now, after being out of print for a long time...
430016 - Tuning Into Nature ........................... 20.00

Magnetite

Knife Not Included!

Can Dimensions:

Height: 2” Diameter:3”
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Magnetite is the most magnetic of all the naturally occurring
minerals on Earth. It is a ferrimagnetic mineral (Fe3O4) found in large
quantities as black sand (mineral
sand or iron sand). This magnetite
has been cleaned and is similar to
that described in our DVDs and
magazine. (Volume is ~14 in3)
900021 - Magnetite (tin) ......... 24.95

SuperLight

and Other Forms
of Magnetic Energy

Presented by John Milewski, PhD
A 2009 ExtraOrdinary Technology
Conference Presentation
SuperLight is magnetic light... magneto-electric radiation
whereas regular light is electric light or electromagnetic radiation. SuperLight is the unseen force in nature that has been
ignored by science but real to metaphysicians for thousands
of years. It was identified scientifically over 100 years ago
when James Clerk Maxwell solved his famous wave equation. Positive numbers in Maxwell’s Equations explains radio
waves and also all forms of electromagnetic radiation such as
light, radio, TV, x-rays, etc. What his equation also explains is
SuperLight... the solution that comes from the use of negative
numbers (ie the imaginary part prominent in electromagnetic
analysis)! Applications for superlight include magnetically
activated water, accelerated plant growth, growing gold, and
a likely source of unlimited, nonpolluting energy!
ET0814 - 2008 Conference DVD (Milewski) ... 19.95

Paramagnetism

Rediscovering Nature’s Secret Force of Growth

––– by Philip S Callahan PhD –––
This book is the culmination of all of Callahan’s previous works and will certainly be
his most popular book to date and a classic
for years to come. Quite frankly, the author considers this his
most important work ever, as he believes an understanding
of paramagnetism — and its practical integration into farming — can save agriculture worldwide. In this one, beautiful
little book, Callahan lays out a lifetime of research into lowfrequency forces in nature and his discoveries regarding the
force of paramagnetism and the amazing effects it has upon
soils, plants and people. Join Phil as his schooling, research,
life experiences, insight and inspiration come together to
benefit humankind. Amply illustrated!
430015 - Paramagnetism .................................................... 15.00

A Walk in the Sun

by Philip S Callahan PhD
This is the ultimate answer to the mystery
of Phil Callahan and explains why civilization often engineers itself into a convulsion. For those big lessons learned in
small situations in A Walk in the Sun are
bigger than life and history, and must be
seen as the tuning fork Callahan invoked when he made
his breakthrough discoveries. Discover with Callahan the
secrets of nature as he hikes from the Orient to Europe and
explores along the way in this travel diary. (241 pp)
430019 - A Walk In the Sun ................................................. 11.00
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Vibrational Medicine
New Choices for
Healing Ourselves

––– by Richard Gerber –––
The most comprehensive, definitive
book yet published on the rapidly evolving subject of energetic medicine, covers
homeopathic remedies, crystal healing, therapeutic touch,
acupuncture, radionics, bioelectricity, electrotherapy, herbal
medicine, psychic healing, and radiology. Current practice,
treatments, and theory are discussed. (Perfect; 557pp)
500009 - Vibrational Medicine ........................ 18.95

Best of Health in
ExtraOrdinary Science
––– edited by Steven R. Elswick –––

This collection of medical and health-related
articles from the former Int’l Tesla Society’s
magazine includes articles on possible cures for cancer, light
and light therapies, 714X, violet rays, Rife devices, and
ways to alleviate the ill effects of modern life (sick house
syndrome), electromagnetic radiation, aspartame, vaccinations, fluoridation, and more!... a primer on suppressed health
issues, alternatives, and modern health hazards. (GBC)
290005 - ES Best of Health ........................... $19.95

Lakhovsky MultipleWave
Oscillator Handbook

–– compiled by Thomas J. Brown ––
About 1900, Georges Lakhovsky indicated
living cells can be regenerated by applying
energy fields of multiple wavelengths. This
is a primary source of construction details for Lakhovsky’s
original MWO. Includes circuit diagrams and photos taken
at Lakhovsky’s home, how to info on different devices,
and reports by MWO builders. From simple copper coil
experiments stimulating plant growth to different circuits and
antenna patterns used in cellular regeneration research, this is
The Book for experimenters/researchers. (GBC;160pp)
370002- MWO Handbook .................................29.95

Rife Research Laboratory

––– narrated by John Crane –––
This is the rare footage from the 1930s of
Royal R. Rife, discoverer of the cancercausing BX virus, in his ground-breaking
laboratory. Among many other things,
we see lab mice inflicted with cancer viruses and cured with the Ray tube and Microscope. Rife
developed amazing advanced medical technology beyond
orthodox explanations. This is his original work and a guide
for researchers who follow in his footsteps. (BW; 45 min)
370006- Rife Research Lab (DVD) ................. 24.95

Decoding the
Human Body-Field

The New Science of
Information as Medicine

Peter Fraser, Harry Massey & Joan Wilcox
This work introduces a revolutionary
system that reestablishes the proper
flow of information to the body’s energetic fields to promote health. After decades of research,
a system emerges that unites the meridian system of traditional Chinese medicine with quantum wave theory to
provide the first link between the human body’s biochemistry and bioenergetics. Everyone has a body-field based on
twelve meridian-like channels that process and coordinate
information throughout the body. Our health depends on
the proper flow and communication of information through
these channels. Infoceuticals--liquids infused with organic
colloidal minerals imprinted with corrective quantum electrodynamic information -- correct distortions and blockages
in the information flow of the body-field.
300008-Decoding Human Field ......................18.95

Bypassing Bypass

The New Technique of Chelation Therapy
––– by E. Cranton, MD –––

Over 40 million men/women suffer with
symptoms of America’s Number One killer
disease—1 million people die annually. But
there is a nonsurgical method for treating clogged arteries
that clears out all of the arteries–and it is a lot less expensive
than bypass surgery. This noninvasive technique is called
CHELATION THERAPY! Dr. Cranton clearly explains new
concepts relative to aging and atherosclerosis. He has a
plausible hypothesis to explain how and why EDTA works
(ie alleviates angina pain, decreases shortness of breath and
fatigue in patients with coronary artery disease). (265 pp)
230020- Bypassing Bypass ........................... 17.95

Politics In Healing

Suppression and Manipulation
of American Medicine
––– by Daniel Haley –––

Political patterns of misuse are seen
through ten stories of little-known healers
of the 20th century. Many of them produced breakthroughs of Nobel Prize quality. Most of these
therapies are no longer available to help with our numerous
health challenges - not because they didn’t work, but for
political reasons. Should we fail to act, to right the wrongs
Haley documents in this book, we will certainly pay our dues
in unnecessary suffering and expense.
500061 - Politics in Healing ........................... 24.95
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Hidden Nature

The Startling Insights
of Viktor Schauberger

––– by Alick Bartholomew –––
HIDDEN NATURE is about Victor
Schauberger (1885-1958) who pioneered
a new understanding of the Science of Nature, rediscovering
its primary laws and principles, unacknowledged by contemporary science. From studying the fast flowing streams
of the unspoilt Alps, he gained insights into water as a living
organism. He showed that water is like a magnetic tape; it
can carry information that may either enhance or degrade
the quality of organisms. Our failure to understand the need
to protect the quality of water is the principle cause of environmental degradation on the planet. Schauberger warned
of climatic chaos resulting from deforestation and called for
work with free energy machines and energy generation. Includes information of Schauberger's flying saucer designs.
Chapters include: Schauberger's Vision; Different Kinds
of Energy; Attraction & Repulsion of Opposites; Nature's
Patterns & Shapes; Energy Production; Motion, Key to
Balance; Atmosphere/Electricity; The Nature of Water; Hydrological Cycle; Formation of Springs; How Rivers Flow;
Supplying Water; The Role of the Forests; Tree Metabolism; Soil Fertility and Cultivation; Organic Cultivation;
The Energy Revolution; Harnessing Implosion Power; Viktor Schauberger & Society; more. (288 pp)
220044 - Hidden Nature .................................. 22.95

Water Knows the Answers
May 10,2002 • Dallas, TX

––– by Dr. Masaru Emoto –––
This video of Dr. Emoto’s presentation in
Dallas explains how he came to discover his amazing scientific breakthrough. Dr. Emoto makes his work come alive
in this over two hour slide show presentation. In addition to
discussing and explaining his published findings, Dr. Emoto
reveals his latest research! The video is interpreted from Japanese by Dr. Emoto’s assistant, John Craig. (120+min, )
890001- Water...Answers (DVD) .................... 30.00

Hidden Messages
In Water

––– by Dr. Masaru Emoto –––
ng theory shows how water is deeply cone’s individual and collective consciousness.
his own research, scientific researcher, heallecturer Dr. Emoto describes the ability of
water to absorb, hold, and even retransmit human feelings
and emotions. Using hi-speed photography, he found that
crystals formed in frozen water reveal changes when specific, concentrated thoughts are directed toward it. (160 pp)
500006- Hidden Messages In Water .............. 16.95
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Pocket Sized

Colloidal Silver Generator

Note: These units are for personal experimental use only.

Silver, commonly valued for its monetary value, and referred
to poor man’s gold, has been used since ancient times as
an antiseptic and cure for many diseases. Then, with emergence of the pharmaceutical companies it disappeared...

Colloidal Silver, a powerful natural antibacterial liquid can be applied externally, and used
throughout the house. It costs only pennies per
cup to produce with this pocket generator, which
produces colloidal silver at 3-5 ppm with a particle size of 0.005-0.015 microns. This generator provides an
adequate amount for personal use for up to a year! Add’l information and instructions provided. Battery not included.
900002- Pocket Silver Generator ................. $12.95

Colloidal Silver Today

––– by Warren Jefferson -–––
Colloidal silver, a high tech germ fighter in the
20th century, is making a comeback. Discover
how colloidal silver is an alternative to antibiotic,
antiviral, and antifungal products. Read testimonials from people helped by its healing powers. (64pp)
595001-Colloidal Silver Today .................................................. 6.95

Good Teeth
Birth to Death

The Prescription For Perfect Teeth
––– by Gerard Judd –––
You can have good teeth without fillings,
and other expensive dental procedures. Tooth decay is not
“just a matter of genetics,” it is nutrition and what contacts the
teeth. Bacterial decay has almost nothing to do with it . Anyone who could never afford dental work can retain their teeth
without going to a dentist by following a simple prescription.
Brain ailments such as Alzheimers, hallucinations, epileptic
seizures, and MS are linked to dentistry with its fluoridation,
mercury and other schemes. Those desiring info on how to
avoid and overcome these illnesses need this book!
700019- Good Teeth: Birth-Death .................. 15.00

Dr. Gerard Judd at the
Exotic Research Conference 2001
Applied chemical knowledge can define and
solve many problems created due to ignorance
of the chemistry involved. His chemical analysis approach
in tooth decay, led to Dr. Judd’s discovery on how everyone
could end all tooth cavities and gum infection throughout
their entire life. It’s a simple, almost costless procedure!
Become an expert on teeth by listening to his lecture and reading his book. Don’t believe that “authorities” always act in
YOUR best interests! A society armed with this knowledge,
coupled with diligent use, would usher in real prevention!
600431- 2001 ER Conf (Judd) DVD ................ 19.95
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CONFERENCE DVD SETS AVAILABLE!!!
ExtraOrdinary Technology

ET0800 - 2008 Complete Conference Set (19 DVDs) ................ 299.95

Brooks Agnew * James Bare • Omar Amin • Len Horowitz • Ron Nott • Harvey Fiala • Tai Robinson •
Thorsten Ludwig • Moray King • David Yurth • Moshe Daniel • Valeriy Maisotsenko • Sir Charles Shults •
John Milewski • Charles Ostman • Roulette Smith • Vernon Roth • Forrest Pittman

600840 -2007 Complete Conference Set (18 DVDs) ................ 299.95

Ring • Murray • Zorzi • Meyl • Greenberg • Tucker • Galloway • Ludwig • King • Davidson • Taylor •
Marwan • Roth • Windell • Fiala • Greer • Warwick • Yurth

600740 - 2006 Complete Conference Set (19 DVDs) ................ 299.95

Korn • Behary • Nichelson • Hayes • Suddath • Oja • Ludwig • King • Nott • Windell • Alek • Pittman
Roth • Davidson • Fiala • Lindemann

600640 - 2005 Complete Conference Set (19 DVDs) ................ 299.95

Behary • Flanagan • Haltiwanger • Koonce • Ventura • Smith • Deavenport • Valone • Fiala • Ludwig
Patterson • Fox • Roth • Chukanov • Allan • Bailey • King • Pantone • Alek

600540 - 2004 Complete Conference Set (Includes 20 DVDs). 299.95
Oja • Gordon • Cocilovo • Meyl • Ward • Fox • King • Forrester • Valone • Chukanov • Perreault • Pond
Francouer • Balfour • Patterson • Davidson • Pantone • Ginzburg • Ludwig • Marwan

Single DVDs are available!

Conferences

(1998-2001)

600455 - 2001 Complete Conference Set (Includes 15 DVDs) .........................
600356 - 2000 Complete Conference Set (Includes 15 DVDs) .........................
600254 - 1999 Complete Conference Set (Includes 20 DVDs) .........................
600156 - 1998 Complete Conference Set (Includes 24 DVDs) ........................

224.95
224.95
299.95
359.95

Single DVDs: $29.95 for 2008 Conference... $19.95 for Previous Conferences!

Global Science Congress
(1987-2002)
The Global Sciences organization was founded in
1983 by Dean Stonier with the intent to promote
the understanding and integration of body, mind
and spirit as well as the mysteries which surround
us in daily life such as UFO’s, crop circles, spiritual
growth and ascension, alternative healing modalities, suppressed technologies, mind control,
shadow government/one-world conspiracies.
Eventually this resulted in two national conferences each year, typically Florida in the Winter
and Denver in Summer. Dedicated to bringing
you the latest information which is crucial during
these exciting times here on planet Earth, these
congresses were considered the premier events
of the alternative world for nearly two decades!

Over 850
Titles Listed!
Order Your FREE
Global Sciences
Catalog Today!
(520) 463-1994

ALL Sets Packaged in Book-style
DVD Wallets with vinyl sleeves!

ET0900- 2009 Conference Set
(20 DVDs) ........... 399.95

Individual 2009 DVDs ..... 29.95ea.
Joseph Farrell .....................
Mark Hinds ..........................
Ronan Shahari .....................
Robyn Benson ....................
Marko Rodin ........................
Chris Eckman ......................
Paul Pantone .......................
Moray King ..........................
Peter Grandics ....................
Arthur Larson ......................
Gary Peterson .....................
Jeff Hayes.............................
Warren Williams ..................
John Milewski .....................
George Freibott....................
Sterling Allan ......................
Danae Harding ....................
Paul Pantone (2 DVD) ..........
James Golik ........................

ET0901
ET0902
ET0903
ET0904
ET0905
ET0906
ET0907
ET0908
ET0909
ET0910
ET0911
ET0912
ET0913
ET0914
ET0915
ET0916
ET0917
ET0918
ET0919

• G87200: 1987 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (31 DVDs) ............... 369.95
• G88200: 1988 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (7 DVDs) ..................... 89.95
• G89200: 1989 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (52 DVDs) ..................624.95
• G90100: 1990 Global Science Congress - Jan / Tampa (24 DVDs) ...................289.95
• G90200: 1990 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (44 DVDs) ..................529.95
• G91100: 1991 Global Science Congress - Feb / Tampa (34 DVDs) ...................408.95
• G91200: 1991 Global Science Congress - Aug / Vail (29 DVDs) ........................348.95
• G92100: 1992 Global Science Congress - Feb / Orlando (25 DVDs) .................299.95
• G92200: 1992 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (26 DVDs) .................312.95
• G93100: 1993 Global Science Congress - Jan / Daytona (26 DVDs) ................312.95
• G93200: 1993 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (25 DVDs) .................299.95
• G94100: 1994 Global Science Congress - Jan / Virginia Beach (27 DVD) .........324.95
• G94200: 1994 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (29 DVDs) ..................349.95
• G95200: 1995 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (44 DVDs) ..................528.95
• G96100: 1996 Global Science Congress - Jan / Tampa (33 DVDs) ...................396.95
• G96200: 1996 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (44 DVDs) ..................528.95
• G97100: 1997 Global Science Congress - Jan/ Tampa (37 DVDs) ....................444.95
• G97200: 1997 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (35 DVDs) ..................419.95
• G98100: 1998 Global Science Congress - Feb / Daytona (41 DVDs) ................492.95
• G98200: 1998 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (38 DVDs) ..................456.95
• G99100: 1999 Global Science Congress - Feb / Daytona (31 DVDs) ................372.95
• G99200: 1999 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (31 DVDs) ..................372.95
• G00100: 2000 Global Science Congress - Mar / Houston (27 DVDs) ...............324.95
• G00200: 2000 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (32 DVDs) .................384.95
• G01100: 2001 Global Science Congress - Feb / Denver (27 DVDs) ................ 324.95
• G01200: 2001 Global Science Congress - Aug / Denver (19 DVDs) ............... 228.95
• G02100: 2002 Global Wings Congress - Aug / Denver (23 DVDs) ................... 274.95
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Ordering
Instructions

TeslaTech, Inc Order Form

Please include your phone number Qty
and/or email address! This helps us
to contact you in the event of a discrepancy or problem. Your privacy and confidentiality will be respected otherwise.
It has always been, and always will be,
our policy to NOT sell our membership
and customer mailing lists.

Catalog Number/Item Description (Title)

Price

Cost

Send special questions and comments on a separate piece of paper,
so that the processing of your order is
not slowed down. Although we may not
be able to respond to your comments
directly, we do welcome them and read
every one of them — and often, changes
and new books are the result of an
inquiry. Technical questions are usually
better handled if directed to our magazine, ExtraOrdinary Technology, as a
“Letter to the Editor.”
We attempt to keep all books in
stock. However, there are occasions
when demand outpaces supply. Accounts are credited at the time an order
is placed. If a book is out of stock, it
will be backordered and sent to you as
soon as it arrives. If a book has been
discontinued, a refund will be sent immediately.

DVD Sets: $15--US • $20--Can/Mex • $35--Else

6.6% Sales Tax (AZ Only)

We try to keep Shipping and Handling
charges as low as possible. The US
Postal Service’s constant rate changes
have destabilized our shipping rates.
Currently, in our most recent shipping
schedule, we have decided to ship ALL
books by priority or air, unless postage
costs exceed ship/hand rate. We are
looking into UPS as an option... but they
do not deliver to PO
Box addresses.

Prices and availability are
subject to change without notice!!!
All titles are subject to be discontinued
without notice due to availability! Prices
occasionally change between the time
the catalog goes to press and the time
you order. Your invoice will show the current price regardless of what might be in
the catalog. If your edition is more than a
year old, write for a current catalog.

Shipping/Handling

We have a variety
of payment options. In addition to
the major credit cards shown, we also
accept checks, PayPal, money orders
and cash in US dollars.
Dissatisfied? If there is a problem with
your order, please notify TeslaTech, Inc
at (520) 463-1994 immediately.

Thank you for your support!

Total Cost

Shipping/Handling

1st Item: $8-US; $11-Can/Mex; $15-Other - 10% Disc (members only)
Add’l Item: $2-US; $3-Can/Mex; $6-Other
SUBTOTAL

Send with check or money order
in United States funds to:

TeslaTech, Inc

AMOUNT DUE

Order BOOKS

ONLINE!

www.teslatech.info
Check periodically for our new releases of
books and merchandise to our website... it’s
updated monthly!

TeslaTech Mini Survey
I would be interested in:

296 E Donna Drive
____ TeslaTech T-Shirts
Queen Valley, AZ 85118
United States of America ____ Conference T-Shirt

Name _____________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________

Orders processed and shipped
within a week

City ____________________________ State _____ Zip ____________

Overseas orders... Please address
order as it is to appear on the package!

Credit Card Orders: (520) 463-1994 ... FAX (801) 729-3661
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Country ____________________________________________________
Acct:

Exp:
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THE SECRET OF ARMY MUSCLE
A TECHNOLOGY SO POWERFUL, IT SURPASSES U.S. ARMY STANDARDS!
“There are electrical biological circuits running through our bodies. It’s a fact
that energy flows in our connective tissues as well as in our nervous system.
LifeWave technology uses the signaling properties of light to harness the
communication properties of the body's built in circuits."
- Dr. Steven Haltiwanger, MD,CCN, LifeWave Health & Science Director

What if there was a way to increase your body’s energy levels, relieve
pain, improve sleep, and even slow down the aging process all with light?
It has been known for thousands of years that specific frequencies of
light can produce specific changes within the human body. One
frequency of light CAUSES the body to make Vitamin D, another CAUSES
the body to have a tan (melanin production).
David Schmidt – the inventor of LifeWave Technology – has unlocked the
secret of how to create passive devices that reflect specific wavelengths
of light for producing specific biological responses. The answer is in a
non-transdermal patch. Place a specific patch on your body, and the
patch starts to emit specific wavelengths of light that can improve
energy flow, relieve pain, and dramatically elevate antioxidant levels for
powerful anti-aging effects.

Just how powerful is LifeWave Technology?
It is a United States Army initiative that by the year 2025 all active military
personnel in the United States will be taking a daily supplement of
Glutathione and Carnosine. Why? Both Glutathione and Carnosine levels
are directly correlated with muscle size and muscle growth. Put more of
these nutrients in your body, and you get more muscle size and muscle
growth. The US Army cannot do this today, because pills and drugs
simply CANNOT achieve the results that they are looking for.
Enter LifeWave Technology. Not only do LifeWave Glutathione patches
meet current U.S. Army goals, but LifeWave patches EXCEED what the
U.S. Army has planned 15 years from now! As an example, Clinical studies
prove it: in just ONE DAY, the LifeWave Glutathione patch was able to
elevate Glutathione levels by a whopping 300%! (as compared to only
14% by using a pill)
So don’t wait until the year 2025. Get technology fit for the US Army.

The future is here today with LifeWave!

Order Now! LifeWave Independent Distributor, Kent Margason

www.LifeWave.com/rockthewave | 520-203-1953 | rockthewave@gmail.com | skype: Urockthewave

